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WEA THEJt FORECAST
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Tonight Local Frost;
Tuesday Fair and
Warmer
1

XXXII. No. 149

VOL.

THE DAILY MAXIM
We'd Rather Be Right
Than Rich; Or
Better, Both

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESS LEASED WIRE SERVICE

BANGOR, MAINE, SWEPT BY

$6,000,000

A

FIRE: THIRD OF CITY REDUCED TO ASHES
RETAIL SECTION, ALL THE PUBLIC

BUILDINGS EXCEPT CITY HALL AND
COSTLY RESIDENCES DESTROYED

Thousands Face Problem of Providing Themselves With Food
and Shelter
THE LOSS OF LIFE

CITY EDITION

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, MAY 1,1911

;

TORNADO

IN

MISSOURI

Warrenburg, Mo., May 1. Addition
al details of the tornado that
swept
"
a patch across northern
Johnson
county late yesterday afternoon, de
stroying scores of houses and barns,
disclose that at least one life was
lost and that another will be added
to the toll of death.
son ot
Kelly Fain, the
William T. Fain, was carried a quar
ter of a mile by the wind and was
with
thrown against the ground
such force that nearly every bone in
his body was broken and his brains
dashed out. His mother was struck by
and will die. His
flying timbers
father's home, a mansion of ante-be- l
lum days, wag blown to atoms.

MILLIONAIRE CORRAL BRANDS
FALSE ALLEGED

RIGHT TO CREATE

WORK IS TO BE

INSANE

INTERVIEW

RESERVES

RESUMED

WRIT GRANTED

IN WASHINGTON

TO ADJUDGE STILSON

INCOMPETENT
RETURNABLE
DEFENDANT

MEXICO'S

DE' SUPREME

T

NIES CHARGING AMERICANS
WITH THE REVOLUTION

HUTCH-IN-

ON MAY FOURTH CALLS STORY PURE INVENTION

ORGANIZED

BIGGEST NEWSPAPERS

ALSO BACKED THE LINOTYPE

NOW IN EUROPE

'

1

.

At least $6,000,000 of property was

PRESIDENT TAFT
REAPPOINTS M'FIE

IT WAS THIS MAN

EXPRESSES

WHO ORGAN.
IZED AND FIRST PROMOTED
MERGENTHALER
CO.

SURPRISE

WHEN

ASKED IF HE IS TO RESIGN
POST IN CABINET

MAY

Hut-chin-

DESPITE FIGHT WAGED

ON HIM,
MEXICO ASSOCIATE
JUSTICE WINS OUT

NEW

Washington, May 1. President Taft
today sent to the senate the nomination of John R. McFie of Santa Fe,
to be associate justice of the New
Mexico supreme court, the same being a reappointment. A fight le.l by
R. H. Hanna to prevent McFie's reapbench
pointment to the territorial
failed to have weight with t'le president. Hanna, it is said, will attempt
to prevent McFie's confirmation, but
it is not likely this will succeed
The president today also'" nominated Charles W. Cobb, of California, to
be an assistant attorney general of
the interior department. .
.

UNION CARPENTERS IN

STRIKE

LOS ANGELES

TO IN EFINFORT TO GET WAGES
CREASED FROM $3.50 TO $4.

WALKOUT RESORTED

;

jury in the federal court returned a
verdict of "not guilty" in a case
against the Kansas City, Mexico &
MAY 15 SET AS DATE, DELAY BE- Orient railroad, charged with violahour law,
tion of the twenty-eigh- t
ING DUE TO PUBLIC PROSEgoverning the watering and feeding of
CUTOR'S ILLNESS
cattle in transit It was charged
that sheep had not been watered beKansas City, May 1. The second tween Texas and Kansas City. Wittrial of Dr. B. Clark Hyde, charged nesses testified the sheep were water,
with the murder of Colonel Thomas ed at Altus, Okla.
H. Swope, was today postponed until
May 15, on account of the illness of
County Prosecutor Virigl Conkling.
REBATES

EXCEED $1,250,000
Washington, May 1. Preliminary
figures have been compiled by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission's investigators
showing the amounts
which vthe government alleges have
been illegally rebated in the recent
cases at Cleveland. Between April 1,
1908 and July 31, 1909, it is alleged
$482,000 was rebated by the Pennsylvania railroad to shippers, of which
$133,000 is said to have been paid
'subsidiaries of the United States Steel
Corporation. Between January 1, 1908,
and June 30, 1909, .it is alleged, more
than $798,000 was rebated to the Carnegie Company by the Bessemer &
Lake Erie railroad.

'

first of
Los Angeles, May l.-labor SENATORS TO PASS
union
of
strikes
scheduled
the
men in this city was' begun today,
when a general walkout of all union
ON DIRECT ELECTION
carpenters was ordered to enforce" a
r
i
demand for a daily wage of $4, instead
of the present pay of $3.50. About COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY VOTES
BOO carpenters
quit work. Union lead
SEVEN TO FIVE TO REPORT
ers deny .that there is any intention
HOUSE RESOLUTION
to call a general strike of the buildthe
at
ing trades in Los Angeles
Washington May 1. The senate
.present time.
committee on judiciary by a vote of
7 to 5, today agreed to report to
BILL
SOLONS KILL ANTI-PASsenate the house resolution for
the
house
today
1.
The
Denver. May
anti-pas- s
election of United States
direct
'27
the
killed
"toy a vote of 34 to
The

S

bill-- -

multi-millionai-

CHINA SPREADING

TRIAL BEGINS SOON

brother, James B. McNamara, jointly
charged with wholesale dynamiting
outrages, no further plans of either
the prosecution or, the defense were
definitely announced today and both
sides seemed to be waiting for their
attorneys to act before taking any formal legal step.
No date was fixed positively for
the arraignment of the accused men
Nor was it known to which judge of
the superior court their cases would
be allotted. District Attorney Fredericks is not expected to ask for their
KING GRAVELY ILL
before the arrival of
arraignment
about the middle of the present week
WITH TUBERCULOSIS of his assistant, W. Joseph Ford, from
Indianapolis. The defense is awaitt
ing the arrival here of Clarence Da
SPANISH
MONARCH, row, of Chicago, or some of his repALFONSO,
resentatives. Andrew J. Gallagher
IN
BE
LAST
BELIEVED TO
and B. B. Rosenthal, Jabor leaders
MALADY
STAGES OF
of San Francisco, have come here
to confer with the union men of Los
Paris, May 1. The Intransgeant
Angeles, regarding the charges against
claims that King Alfonso is gravely
the McNamaras.
ill with tuberculosis and that at a recent consultation of his physicians it
IN COLORADO
NO ELECTION
was decided that urgent measures of
was no elec1.
There
Denver, May
treatment were necessary and also tion as a result of today's senatorial
that the Spanish monarch should pass ballot.
the coming winter at Lezins, Switzerland, where the climate is better
adapted to his condition.
CHARGE

he said, was elected
by the people, the office not being
an appointive one.
"Seven months ago," said
Corral, "I retired temporarily from active political service on
account of my health. I have carefully
refrained, therefore, from all comment or action which might embarrass
my government. My own knowledge
of the general situation is from what
I see in the newspapers."
yice-preslde-

COPPER COMPANY
SUIT COMPROMISED
UNITED

STATES AND ANACONDA

COMPANY

REACH

t

A

T

i

BUSH TAKES

COMMISSIONERS

IN

SESSION

The board of county commissioners
met today in regular monthly session.
The greater part of the morning was
spent In routine business and the allowing of bills. Considerable discussion of the plans for the new bridges
to be built this summer was indulged
in. It was expected that the contract
for the erertion of the three structures
would be signed during the afternoon
session. The contract was awarded
some time ago to' the Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron Works of Leaven...-!
worth, Kan.

.

SUIT
COLORADO

DECISION

FOR-HEALT-

But Two Persons Known to Have Perished,
While But Half a Dozen Were Injured

Bangor, Me., May 1. Homeless, wet,
hungry and exhausted by the long
fight against the flames, which last
'
night destroyed practically a tmrd
of the city of Bangor, thousands
of DeoDle today faced the nroblem
of providing themselves with food,
shelter and clothing, while the city
and state authorities began the consideration pi plany for the rebuilding of the city.
Although the raiu bruught discom
fort to the homeless. It wa tb
- . i
n nr unilfli'. rmitrnl tViaJ profit
i
OUllUft'"B
'
conflagration. At a time when the.
battle against the flames
seemed
hopleBs, a providential shift ot wind
and a downpour of rain, drove the
fire back evef the burned district and
drowned out the flames which had
just started in unburned property.
Some of the finest homes in the
residential part of Bangor, all ot
the public buildings with the excep
tion of the city hall and the greater
part of the retail section were

OF

UNITED

FAMOUS

OF FRED LIGHT

OF MISSOURI PACIFIC
i

TO, MAKE SYSTEM A MODEL AND
STANDARD ONE FOR OTHER
ROADS HE SAYS
F.
St Louis, May 1. Benjamin
Bush, the newly elected president of
.

,

the Missouri Pacific railroad, arrived
here today and took up his duties. "I
intend to make the Missouri Pacific
system a model and standard one for
Dther roads," Mr. Bush said.
--

Washington, May 1. The government suit against the Anaconda Copper Mining company has been compromised ' by an agreeemnt between
the company and the department of
Justice. The company agrees that its
smelters at Butte, Anaconda and
Great Falls, Mont., . will be so
equipped as to prevent the emission of
deadly gases which, the government
claims have done great damage to
the national forests.

IS FAR REACHING

OPINION HOLDS NATIONAL FOR
ESTS ARE NOT SUBJECT
TO FENCING LAWS

Washington, May

1.

By

holding

that the federal government, without
consent of the state affected, may sef
aside vast areas of public lands as
a national forest, and that such reserve is not subject to the state fencing laws, the Supreme Court of the
United States today settled two burning western issues.
of the vast
The constitutionality
forest reservations of the west and
the validity of the modern conserva
tion policy, were raised early in this
case in the circuit court of the United
States for the District of Colorado.
The United Sates government had
brought suit to enjoin. Fred Light,
a prominent Colorado
cattle mam
from causing or permitting his cattle
to trespass upon the Holy Cross For
est .reserve in Colorado. A stubborn
contest. 'arose and among the other
defenses put forth by Light, was the
(Continued on Page Four)

WHOLESALE

BRIBERY

.

IN 0IH0ASSEMBLY
STARTLING

REVELATIONS

MADE,
THE ARREST OF
THREE HIRED DETECTIVES

FOLLOWING

Columbus, May 1. Members of the
legislature flocked into the city early
today, because of the charges made
by detectives who have been here for
weeks secretly investigating legislative bribery, that they have unearthed
the worst scandal In the history of
the Ohio general assembly.
Three detectives, R. S. Harrison of
New York, and A. C. Bailey and
David Berry of Chicago, were today
arrested for the alleged
bribery
of Representative George B. Nye, and
held to the grand jury. The arrested
men were employed by the manufacturers' association and admitted that
they offered and paid bribes to gain
evidence against certain assemblymen. ,
"We have stenographic copies of
every word that passed between Representative Nye and the other men
involved in this matter," said Detective Harrison today. "Twenty mem
bers of the legislature are involved
in this scandal. If I had been here
a week longer I would have run out
of money, they were so eager for it.
It will take us a week to tell all we
have found out
There will be no legislative action
on the bribery charges at least for
the present. The Investigation will
be made by the Franklin county
grand Jury. The reason is stated to
be that this method will prevent mem-ber- s
of the legislature under suspi
cion from escaping through an immunity bath.

NO DECISIONS IN
Hazel Crc-ize-r,
years old, has a penchant for
taking horses and rigs and going driving. Her confession solves a mystery
which has puzzled police officers for
some time. Recently a team she bad
taken, ran away, and she accused a
young man. The girl told in court
she had taken a dozen horses and
rigs the last month, and after driving
them, would leave them in the out"
skirts of the city.

BIO TliUST CASES

16

.

--

TECHNICALITY

PREVENTED

FIN

ANCING OF PROJECT ALONG
LINES FIRST PROPOSED
A NEW CONTRACTOR

ENGAGED

MAN WILL
COLO.,
HERE AND COMPLETE
'
WORK, IT IS SAID

STERLING,
COME

The construction

of the Camfield

dam, which has been suspended for
several weeks,, will be resumed in the

immediate future, according to a
statement made this morning to the
board of trustees of the Las Vegas
Mr. Pierce
grant by F. H. Pierce.
returned last night, from Denver and
Greeley where he consulted with D.
A. Camfield and other officials ot
his company. He was assured emphatically by these men that the work
would start again and be pushed to
completion without delay. Officials
of the Camfield Development com
pany explained to Mr. Pierce the
causes for suspension of the work.
The causes were unforeseen but un
avoidable and not due to any negli
gence on the part of the company.
They caused the company to seek
other means of financing the project
Mr.
from those at first adopted.
Pierce was assured that the project
would be financed successfully and
that no further delay need' be expect-ed.

GIRL OF 16 A HORSE THIEF
Shawnee, Okla., May 1.

PIERCE RETURNS FROM
DENVER AND GREELEY, BRINGING GOOD NEWS

F. H.

ALSOWAS INVOLVED DELAY HAS BEEN UNAVOIDABLE

ON ITS FACE, HE THAT STATE THREW ITSELF IN
TO FIGHT IN AN EFFORT TO
SAYS, AS TO BE UNWORTHY
ASSIST PLAINTIFF.
OF NOTICE

IN

UNITED STATES

Providential Rain, Prevented
Total Destruction

COURT

STATES DECIDES

SOME OF SO RIDICULOUS

Vice-Preside-

SJWALL

CAMFIELD DAM

PUBLISHER IS

Ra
Washington, May 1. A petition to
Paris, May 1.
BLIZZARD IN WISCONSIN
mon Corral, of Mexico, arrived here
have adjudged insane Stilson
La Crosse, Wis., May 1 Snow has
founder of the St. Louis Times, today. In a statement made to the
been falling over Wisconsin since be- Washington Post, Washington Times Associated Press, he denied absoluteSix and once
fore daylight this morning.
prominently connected with ly that he had ever given an interinches of snow has fallen here and the Des Moines, (la.) State Journal, view at Santander, or elsewhere, in
it is still snowing.
Dubuque Herald and St. Louis Dis- which he criticised Americans as hav.
Mexpatch," was granted here today, the ing fomented the revolution in
ico.
4.
returnable
writ being made
May
and
The
HutchinB is a
who is in Europe
was an organizer and the chief pro on sick leave, arrived at Santander,
moter of the Mergenthaler Linotype Spain, last Wednesday. He came
here today and after remaining sevconsumed.
company.
The loss of life, so far as
eral days at the French capital will
known, was confined to two persons
go to Berlin, where he will consult
and only half a dozen Injured have
TRAIN HIT SWITCH ENGINE
specialists regarding his health.
REBELS LOOT TOWNS AND MUR- been admitted to the hospitals.
Dayton, O., May 1. Michael Crum
Senor Corral, as soon as he reachBODDER
ley, switchman and Albert Hicks yard- - ed here, took occasion to repudiate the
Every householder ui Bangor whose
IES BLOCK STREETS
j clerk in the Pennsylvania yards here, remarks accredited to hiin, saying:
home escaped destruction opened his
both of (Dayton, were instantly killed
"I have never given an interview at
doors last night to the less fortunate,
Kong, May 1. The insurrec-- ' last night and Charles Grandin of Santander, or elsewhere, crlticis'ui
Hong
but in spite of this thousands were tlon in Canton, is
spreading rapidly Xenia, probably was fatally injured, Americans as having fomented the
forced to spend the night in the
bound rebellion in Mexico. The alleged inthe province. The rebels when, a Pennsylvania train
throughout
streets. Many
of these suffered ' have taken
important towns in from St. Louis to New York, hit a terview was a pure invention and un.
il'ee
greatly from cold and exposure. More he west river "di'atTlct. 11
which yard engine on tjie main track in the worthy of notice,"
ttrious, hoWcver' tihah the yroLUijl they looted. Murder aud .Pillage- is Daytou yards,
The,
aald he under
of sheltering the homeless, was the reported from all parts of .De disstood ' General Bernardo Reyes was
matter of feeding them on account trict. Wu Sum, a Chinese educated
going to Mexico, but as their paths
of ths destruction of all the food sup in Japan, and who has adopted the M'NAMARAS WAIT FOR
had not crossed, he had not met the
plies in the retail district. Every dress of the western countries, is the
general.
Asked whether he Intended to remorning train brought food to the leader of the revolt against the Man- ACT
ATTORNEYS TO
Senor Corral
city but it was some little time before chu dynasty. The brigand chief Luk
sign the
the authorities could arrange for its is at the head of a horde of outlaws,
replied that he had no intention of
so doing, but could not, of course,
whose object is robbery and murdistribution.
NO IMPORTANT LEGAL DEVELOPThese combined forces have
The fire started near the corner of der.
speak for the future. He had come
MENTS IN THE LOS ANGELES
to Europe to receive medjeal treatBroad and Union streets, in the vicin- thrown themselves with fanatical disDYNAMITING CASE
the
lives
their
for
against
ment, on a leave of absence granted
5
of
the
at
regard
o'clock
ity
yes
city hall,
him by congress. As to the rumor
terday afternoon. The burned area troops. Hundreds of bodies of the dead
Los Angeles, May 1. Although im- that he might be succeeded in the
includes forty-fiv- e
blocks and te de- lie in the streets of Canton and the
stench from the decomposing bodies portant legal developments were exby General Reyes, he
struction was complete.
not understand
could
fills the air.
he
said
of
that
soon
cases
J.
John
the
in
pected
McNaraara, secretary of the Interna- bow this could be, when he had been
THE ORIENT ROAD ACQUITTED
of Bridge and elected for a term of six years and
tional Association
DR. HYDE'S SECOND
Oklahoma City, Okla., May 1. A Structural Iron Workers, and his still had several years to serve. The

REMARKABLY

GOVERNMENT HAS

Mr. Pierce also informed the board
that he had been told by officials of
the Camfield company that the bills
owed here by that corporation would
be paid in the near future as well
It is
as those of the contractor.
hre
planned to send a contractor
from Sterling, Colo., to complete the
work. He is. expected to arrive this
week. Mr. Pierce said that other big
irrigation projects are meeting with
difficulty this year in securing money
to carry them to completion. However,
Mr. Camfield has found means to get
money for his other projects and will
do the same for the Las Vegaa enter- prise. Mr. Pierce said Mr. Camfield
had never fallen down on a job and
he would not do so on this one.
Just before the adjournment of t'e
meeting of the grant board at noon
the matter of notifying the bonding
one that the formation of the Holy
Cross Reserve, without the consent
of the state of Colorado, was unconstitutional. As the other vast re-( Continued

on Page Five)

MEXICAN FEDERALS
DEFEAT

INSURRECTOS

DRIVE ENEMY FROM TWO TOWNS
AFTER TWO DAYS OF DES-

PERATE FIGHTING
Douglas, Ariz., May 1. Reports
from the towns of Pitiquito and
in the state of Sonora, Mexico,
tell of desperate fighting there yesterday and the day before between
,
Mexican federal troops and the
three hundred on each elde.
The federals used a machine gun
and defeated the rebels in both cities,
atfer the hottest kind of fighting. The
government troops finally occupied
both towns which the rebels had previously held, the latter retreating
leaving twenty dead and many wound'.
ed.'
insur-rectos-

'.

LONG EXPECTED STANDARD OIL
AND TOBACCO CASES GO
OVER ANOTHER WEEK
May 1. The United
Washington,
States Supreme court did not announce a decision today in either the
Standard Oil or Tobacco suits, arislaw.
ing under the Sherman anti-trus-t

CONSOLIDATION IS UPHELD
Denver, May 1. The consolidation
of the city and county of Denver governments was upheld in an opinion
handed down today by the supreme
court of Couorado. The paving to the
county, it is said, will reach many
"
thousand dollars annually. ' ' :
..

.1

M.. ;
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MRS.

FLORENCE

DODGE, OF
BEGINS
FIGHT FOR LIFE

LUNENBERG,

M.

VT

gJPj

Guildhall, Vt., May 1. When the
case of Mrs. Florence 'M. Dodge ot
Lunenberg, Vt., was called for trial at
the Essex county court house In this
city today it was the first time since
the conviction and execution of Mrs.
Mary Rogers for the murder of her
husband, six years ago, that a woman
was placed on trial for her life in this
etate. Mrs. Dodge, the wealthy wi
dow of the late J. Marshall Dodge,
former high sheriff of Essex county,
to charged with the murder of William Heath, a painter and decorator,
who, at the time of the murder waa
employed in doing some Interior
painting at the house of the accsued.
Not for many years has any murder
case attracted so much attention and
Intense Interest in this state and
thoughout New England as the case
of Mrs. Dodge. Thta is due partly
to the fact that she Is a woman,
wealthy and prominent In social and
church circles, partly to the apparent
iacK of motive In the case. So utterly at a Iocs In assigning a motive of
the murder were the authorities at
the time of Mrs. Dodge's arrest, that,
under the laws of Vermont, the
ajtbgngl! charged, with murder
In the first degree, Obtained her release under $12,000 ball. It Is generally believed that the prosecution
now Is not a single step nearer the
solution of the puzile than at the
t'me of Mrs. Dodge's arrest.
The trial at whfch Superior Court
Judge Alfred A. Hall of St. Albans
is presiding, will probably last some
time. Some delay Is anticipated in
selecting a jury, as the county has
only a small population and the case
has been so widely discussed that it
may be difficult to find twelve men
wlio have not already formed an opinion as to the guilt or Innocence ef
the defendant. The state is represented by Attorney General John G.
Sargent of Ludlow and State Attorney Harry D. Amey of Island Pond.
Attorneys Harlan B. Howe and Harry
Blodgett of St. Johnabury will defend
Mrs. Dodge.

This Week a Money Saving: Event Directly
Interesting: to Each of You

wwanJfornV1"8

ve for
eTigageDtsJon a week of this week, don't fail to come to this store some time during the
it
banner bargains and red letter economies.
going

All departments have been called on to do wonders in the
of fresh, new and in demand
special
,s the marshallmg of an array of genume, simon pure bargains such as
you have never before had presented to you on a May Day Safe.
lew ot tnem- -a mere foretaste. They will serve to whet your appetite, and show
you that you owe it to your pocket-booto be here.

inexthJSS of
quality. The result

xre are a

Desirable Suits

k

Wool Dress Goods and

at Attrac-

Wash Fabrics

tive Prices

Our line of suits includes all the
new and staple desirable colors and
fabrics.
Every garment ?s hand tailored,
retain the
will keep its shape
All EXCLUSoriginal style lines.
IVE in style.
Any $20.00 Suit for $16.75
Any $25.00 Suit for $21.00
Any $27.50 Suit for $22.75
Any $32.50 Suit for $25.75

36-inc-

h

36-inc-

h

h

Women's and Children's
Shoes

With the weather growing
warmer White Waists, in both
Lingerie and Tailored effects
are becoming more desirable.
We have a beautiful variety
of the newest and best styles on
the market. Notice these prices,
then come and see the waists.

This season low shoes will be
worn
large and
small. The new styles are especially attractive. Our line includes the best of the new models in a large
variety.

Lingerie Waists worth $1.25 to
$2.00, $1.25.
i

Lingerie Waists worth $2.50,
$1.95.

Lingerie

Waists worth

Exclusive Dresses
Popular Prices

One piece Dresses have never been

IVE in style.

black, white, blue, pink, red
brown and velvet, per pair 65c
Children's Low Shoes in Gun
Metal, Vici Kid and Patent Colt,
either welts or turns in Sandals
Or Ties, 85c to $3.00;

$3.00,

at

Neither have
so much in demand.
we had such an excellent variety of
dainty and desirable creations. AH
the newest models and all EXCLUS-

Infant's Straped Sandals in

$19.00 Dresses
$25.00 Dresses
$30 00 Dresses
$35.00 Dresses

for
for
for
for

.

$15.00
$19.00
$23.50
$28.00

Women's Oxfords in Velvet,
Suede, Gun Metal, Patent
Leather and Dull Kid, either
welts or turns, $2.00 to $4 00.

$2.25.

Tailored Linen Waists, worth
$3.50, $3.00.

E3TABLKSNED
ORDERED

ROOSffif WOULDN'T
ACCEPT IF NOMINATED
COLONEL NIPS

IN

BUD ANY

EF-

William Heath, the victim of 'cfee
FORT TO BOOM HIM FOR
a
murder, was a married man
ANOTHER TERM
fore
family of several children
an excellent reputation as.
honest
Washington, May 1. Colonel Roosereliable and inoffensive tnan and industrious worker. On September 17 velt has sidetracked a movement to
ot last year he was at work painting boom him for the republican presithe woodwork in one of the rooms dential nomination next year. He was
ot Mrs. Dodge's house, when the brought face to face with the issue
neighbors heard three shots In rapid a few days ago, when a "progressive"
succession. They rushed to Mrs. republican senator visited him in New
If Colonel
Dodge's house, and, at the door, met York and "sounded' 'him.
or
word
manner,
either
by
Roosevelt,
Mrs. Dodge, wringing her hands and
would accept a
he
that
indicated
had
comthem
had
K?atii
that
informing
An
mitted suicide.
investigation nomination under any circumstance,
showed that only one of the shots certain party leaders would have felt
heard had taken effect. Heath had encouraged to go ahead with a move
been shot in the back and instantly ment in bhealf of his candidacy.
But, one close to the colonel is
killed. The location of the wound and
the fact that the shot had been fired able to state authoritatively, Colonel
some distance, precluded the possibil- Roosevelt has repulsed the suggestion
earnestness of his
ity of suicide. A revolver with three and with all the
that his friends
demanded
empty cartridges was found in the nature,
no
false
him
in
light before the
room of Mrs. Dodge, who admitted the place
So strong are his feelings
country.
forwas
her
property having
weapon
Is believed he
merly been In the possession of her in the matter that it
after It
a
nomination
would
refuse
Mrs.
was
arrest
late husband.
Dodge
conimmediate
his
but
ed on a charge of murder, but, as was made,
taken
no
be
that
cern
that
is
steps
the authorities were unable td assign
to develepoments
any motive for the alleged crime, the might possibly lead
would be
course
a
such
where
prisoner was allowed to give bail.

rivjj

Shake Into Your Shoes
the antiseptic powAllen's Foot-Easder. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
la a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Always use It to break In new shoes.
Trv it today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
bun-Ion-

s.

has prepared elaborate entertainment
for the convention of the Mississippi
chapters of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy here this week. Nearly 200 delegates and visitors from all
parts of the state have arrived to attend the gathering.

...J.

zi

TO SAN DIEGO

Santa Fe, N. M., May 1. Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes has just designated three more officers of the New
Mexico national guard to San Diego,
Calif., to .witness the regular army
maneuvers there. Those who will
make the trip are Major E. P. Buja?,
First Infantry, Carlsbad; Captain P.
E. Dessaurer, First Infantry, Las Cru- ces, and Captain O. F. Elder, First
Infantry, Tucumcari. The period of
attendance will be limited to fourteen
days, the men leaving for San Diego
on May 11.
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QUIT'S TELEPHONE COMPANY
Guy M. Carey, who for the past

CHRIS EVANS, ONCE
NOTED

BANDIT, FREE

PAROLED

FROM FOLSOM PRISON
AFTER SERVING 17 YEARS
OF LIFE SENTENCE

Sacramento, Calif., May 1. "Chris"
Evans,, once the most noted bandit,
train robber and highwayman of des
perado-ridde- n
California, was released
on parole today from Folsora prison,
where he had spent seventeen years
of a life sentence for train robbery.
of
Mrs. Guittarez,
His daughter,
EXTRA GUARDS FOR
Sacramento, who had shown .the most
remarkable and touching filial devoM'LEANTOUNGSTER tion to her father
and, for many
years, had loyally devoted her enerreKIDNAPING THREATS FOLLOWED gy to the task of obtaining the
lease of Evans, reecived him at the
BY CALL FOR SPECIAL DEprison gate and, after an affectionate
TAIL OF POLICE
to comply
embrace both departed
with the condition of the parole, ban
Washington, May 1. A detail of ishing Evans from the state of Cali
Washington policemen now surrounds fornia. He will make his home with
the house of Mr. and Mrs. Edward his daughter at Port'and, Ore.
McLean to prevent the kidnaping of
"Chris" Evans was the leader of
their bahy, who will inherit the com- a bold gang of desperadoes which, in
bined McLean-Wals-h
fortunes and, if the early nineties terrorized the coun-trabout Visalia and Fresno with rehe lives, be one of the richest individuals in the United States.
peated holdups and tran robberies.
Repeated threats to kidnap the Mc- After a most spectacular chase Evans
Lean baby have been made. At New- and several other members of his gang
port last year private detectives sur- were captured, after they had killed
rounded the house occupied by the several of their pursuers. Once they
There are other phrases of the
McLeans.
Upon their return to Wash- escaped from Jail, but were recapquestion, but it suffices to say that
their fears of a plot to steal tured, tried and sentenced, Evans reColonel Roosevelt told his friends they ington
child
the
seemed to have been al- ceiving a life sentence. He leaves
can do him no greater injury as a man
prison, a blind, feeble and crippled
than "to assume that the presidential layed,
man.
Yesterday there came a hurry call
nomination can be forced upon him
to Major Sylvester, chief of the local
,
in some way.
POSTAGE COMMISSION
who immediately
Those who have studied the Roose- police department,
sent half a dozen of his men to the
May 1. The commisWashington,
to
him
Bupport,
velt position expect
McLean mansion to guard the house. sion named to Investigate proposed Inas a worker in the ranks, the candicreases in second class postage, rates,
date named 'by the republican conof which the three members are Suvention next summer. That the canWHEAT RATE IN EFFECT
preme Justice Hughes, President Lowdidate will be Taft is taken for grantN. Y., May 1. The reduced ell of Harvard and Lawrence MaxBuffalo,
are
who
those
earnestly
ed, even by
railroad rate for transportation of ex- well of Cincinnati, held Its first sesopposed to him personally.
port wheat to points east of Buffalo sion today at the White Hosue.
effective today. The new rate
became
NEW PULLMAN HEAD
4
cents a bushel, which Is a
is
TO TRY JOHN DEITZ
Chicago, May 1. John S. Runnels
reduction of 1 cent a bushel from the
duties
of president
today assumed the
Hay
ward,
Wis., May 1. When the
old rate. ,
case of Jolin F. Deitz
of the. Pullman company, to which ofMr.
fice lie was recently elected.
the
dJender of Cameron
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 1', DAYS
Runnels succeeds Robert T. Lincoln,
dam, Is called in court here tomorrow
who resigned on account of ill health PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to it is expected the trial will proceed
after having served at the head of cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed without further delay. Deitz, his
the car building company since the Ing or Protruding Piles In 6 to V wife and his son will be tried Jointly
for the murder of Deputy Oscar Harp.
death of George M. Pullman in 1897. flays or mone" refunded. ")e.
y

i
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DAUGHTERS OF CONFEDERACY
Meridian, Miss., May 1. Meridian

J. r

These goods are always
sirable for both women and
children the following prices
make them especially so.
Poplar Cloth in black,
cream and garnet, regular 35c
value, special, 28c.
Wool Batiste in black
and all colors, worth 60c per
yard, special, 49c.
llohair in black, navy,
brown and wine, worth 75c per
yard, special, 54c.
A lot of LawM and Dimities',
white grounds with colored figures, worth 15c to 22c, for 13 jc.
Cotton Voiles in black, cream
and pearl, the most popular wash
fabric, worth 25c, special, 31c.

Waists of Style and
Quality at Special Prices

r

trial.

I

.

j

The element of profund mystery
which surrounds the case has aroused
.unusual Interest in widest circles and
Kthe town Is filled with Visitors from
other parts Wf the state who have
.tome herd to attend the interesting

I

We promise in advance that- you will be richly

earlier the better.

week-t- he

s.

three years has been local wire chief
for the Colorado Telephone company,
has resigned his position, Mr. Carey
will now devote all of his time to the
management of the Las Vegas Steam
Laundry, which was purchased by
him and J. B.' Anient some time ago.
Mr. Carey is experienced in laundry
work, having been engaged In that
line in Denver. His successor
as
wire chief has not been announced.
,For the present the work will be done
by a supply man.

GOVERNMENT HAS
BIG

,

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders "20"
FORE-DOO-

R

MODEL

,

$800.00
O. B. Detroit

JOBJEFORE IT

NEARLY 80,000,000 ACRES OF COAL
LAND YET TO BE

E.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

CLASSIFIED
Trie governWashington, May
ment has a gigantic task in han1 in
the classification and valuation of
Its coal lands in the west. These lands
are probably the nation's greatest di
reet asset, not even excepting the millions of horsepower latent in the
rivers on the public lands. During
the last two years tb,e United States
Geological Survey has examined In
great geologic detail over 15,000,000
acres of western coal lands, and in
the month of March It classified and
appraised 1,220,748 acres, with a valuation of 137,971,740. There still remains withdrawn, however, 78,152,808
acres awaiting classification and valuation. The following table shows the
states and territories in which these
lands are situated, having been withdrawn awaiting classification:
Arizona, 118,718 acres; California,
239,903
5,866,763
acres;
Colorado,
acres; Idaho, 8,266,509 acres; Montana, 21,393,613 acres; New Mexico,
acres; Nevada, 92,141 acres;
North Dakota, 18,215,384 acres; Ore
gon, 3,711 acres; South Dakota, 2,375,.
263 acres; Utah,
6,128,923
acres;
Washington, 2,207,967 acres; Wyoming, 10,711,875 acres. Total area,
acres.
1

By installing a special leased wire,

carrying the full Associated

Press
day report, The Optic has met the
competition furnished by the big
dailies. Subscribe now.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

.

GROSS, KELL Y

CO.

(Inooporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
,

and Dealer in

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN WAGONS

and PELTS

RACINE VEIHGLES-- Etl

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M . , Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari N M
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M., '
',
Trinidad, Colorado
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At

Play With the Pioneer Boys

SILVER CITY BOY
A

HILLED IN MEXICO

t

The Games and 8ports of th
Which Were Popular Long Ago
Recalled by Present Day Boy Scouts The Game of "Base"
nd "Bull Pen" The Wild Gam
of "Fox" Boys
'
Who Could Make Their Own Bows and
Arrows and Rope and Boys Who

WALTER

CLAYTON

MET

WHILE FIGHTING

METROPOLITAN

NEWSPAPER

FOR

LAS VEGAS

DEATH

IN

ARMY

THE OPTIC Installs Special Leased Wire,

the

Rode 8teer.
Carrying
Begin'uing
Immediately after
t,
Silver City, N. M., May 1. Walter
an eMct count of all the
mail
The Boy Scouts of the present time could befall a boy who was living the Clayton, a Silver City boy, who left
matter handled In the Ea8t
La. Vedehere about ten years ago to engage
ga postofflce and the Las Vega. recall the sports and games of the active rational life of
po,toffice w. 'begun. u WU con. pioneer grandfathers when they were scribed, was to have to go to school. in mining operations in Culiacan,
boys.
Mexico, was killed while fightThe teacher had to "break" the boys
tlnue during the entire
month of
'
One of the greatest sports of pio- about as the
,
boys broke the steers. ing with the Mexican revolutionists
May.
neer boys was breaking calves to the But after "books," there was always on the morning of April 10, in a skirmf
This count, which Is in addition
to yoke. A
i
pair of bull calves and a pair an hour for lunch and play at noon ish with 500 federals at Milpas.
the regular counts which have to be
of bo j 8 made a combination possess- when the boys organized such games
Particulars of the sad fate of the
made in the postofflce at
stated perad- as
the young man were received by Judge
they could. "Bull pen" was
iods,, will be reported upon a special ing every possible requisite for
'
venture
and
in
excitement.
Late
the
M. W. Porterfield of this city in a
who
brake
chief
game.
set of blanks provided for the work.
Fqr boys
These blank, have to be made out autumn, as winter approached, the calves and expected to drive oxen, letter from the mother of the decattle were driven in from the range. what game could be more characteris- ceased, Mrs. M. J. Clayton, who la
daily and when the entire set are
The scrawny little calves that ( ha 1 tic than bull pen?
now in Bakersfield, Calif. She inclosfiled out,' the
aggregate count is en- been turned out in the
to
ed a letter from Ed Sowers, also a
spring
tered upon another set of blanks and
The Game of Bull Pen
confishift
''well'
for
had
themselves
done
Silver City boy, who had been associon
sent
to the postofflce department and were now more
The game was played with a ball, ated with Walter in his mining vena
than
old,
year
at Washington.
unwon to res- which was made of yarn unraveled tures in Mexico, the two having left
The count will be made of all the big, lusty .fellows,
and unacquainted with iie hao-it- s from the leg of an old sock. The Silver City about the same time. Mr.
traint
mil that comes into the office, all
inand purposes of boys. More than ball was wound hard and was made Cowers in informing Mrs. Clayton
the mail that goes out of the office,
were sure to manifest the large and heavy. Its use was not to of her son's death says Walter's prosand an average will be reported of that, they
strongest antipathy to the antics of be struck with a bat; its mission in pects were unusually fine and he was
the number of times each piece of
boyish tormentors. But the wild- the world was to be thrown at some- in great spirits, when the revolution
mail Is handled during the course of any
er the calves the better the sport body with no gentle force. If the ball broke out but he was prevailed upon
reception, and delivery, and the recep- for the boys.
struck a boy fairly and unexpectedly by the Insurrectionists,
of
many
Northtion and dispatching.
The calves were herded in a small in the stomach, it knocked him down; whom were his close friends, to join
In addition to this, the various
to those the forces and their arguments won
lot or lnclosure, and there the contest this was great
Wnds of mall will be counted and or
scrimmage began. The yoke vas who were mere witnesses to the pen him over. He was immediately apsegregated Into the various classes. fastened on the neck of the first calf formance. The modus operandi of the pointed Jefe of a force of picked men
Then the first class mail will be that could be
caught, and then his bull pen was this: The pen was a and was In advance of the balance
counted, then the second class will mate was brought forcibly under the square marked off on the ground of the forces, when, on the morning
be counted and the exact number of other end. The young bulls were ram- about twenty yards on each side, the of
April 10 about 6 o'clock, he attackpieces of mail, and the weight by pant with anger and apprehension; boys having established the four cor- ed 500 federals with only 64 men. He
pounds, of newspapers, and magazines they bawled furiously and were an- ners to the pen, now divided them- and five othera were killed. He was
will be determined, together with the swered by the solicitious mother Cows selves into two squads, they detershot four times, the fatal bullet gonumber of pieces of transient mail of on the other side of the fence. The mined by 'chance which squad should ing
through his head.
the second class with stamps on, and noise would be herveracking in this first occupy the pen. The other squad
He was burled In the graveyard at
the number of pieces for free local age, but not so in tnose aayg in took the ball and stationed a man at Milpas, about 30 miles from Culiacan.
distribution.
The third and fourth fact, any kind of noise was welcomed each corner with
the remainder Dr. Brooks of Culiacan went out to
classes will be treated the same way. as a breaker of the prevailing and around as
The ball was the battlefield at once as soon as he
The amount of mail received and monotonous silence. Amid the con- passed from corner to corner and heard the news, but by the time he
handled In the office bearing frank- stantly increasing confusion and ex- diagonally over until it was "hot." arrived, the body had been buried.
ing signatures and notices will be de citement the calves were finally yok- It was then ready for use on the He secured Walter's hat and brought
termined also by count and weight; ed, their tails were tied together to herd. The boys In the pen were alert It to Culiacan with him and gave it
s
Bide by side, and kept away, from the ball as far to
congressional franks, both leters and keep the
young Walter as a keepsake. Mr.
other matter, and also the depart else they might turn the yoke In an as possible. Their business was to Sowers says in his letter as he feared
mental franks together with the effort to go off in different directions. avoid being hit. Finally somebody on the ' outcome of Walter's enlistment
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY AND GET IN THE GAME
amount in- weight and number of the The gate was thrown open and the the corner took a chance at the herd; in the revolutionary cause, he had
pieces handled for the postofflce in frightened team took to the road in if he missed, he and his squad would him arrange his business and leave
the matter of departmental business a wild race to get away. A procession go into the pen and the others came instructions as to the disposition of
of this kind was usually attended by out and took corners. But if the ball his effects. Walter and Mr. Sowers
all the boys in the neighborhood, landed on a "bull those on the cor- were joint partners in some yaluable
NEW COUNTY TREASURER
fled pre- mining property near Culiacan.
Tucumcarl, N. M., May 1. After with their dogs yelping and racing ners and their
' a two days' meeting the board , of with great enthusiasm. After a long cipitately in all directions to avoid
and calves the vengeance of the "bulls," who
county commissioners of Quay coun run of this kind the boys
awhile.
rest
now had the ball. If one of the
to
were
willing
NEW MEXICO TOWNS
ty, camiposed of J. M. Hodges, W. 'A
"bulls" could hit one of the fleeing
Dodson and R. C. Stubbins, elected
Ever Ride a Steer?
crowd without leaving the pen, the
Lee G. Pearson, from among twelve
the calves was wild sport; two aquada changed sides; otherwise
BEAR SPANISH NAMES
Breaking
to
fill
of
the
vacancy
applicants,
and it was real sport. But the very the "bulls" continued In the pen and
founty' treasurer, through the resig- acme of fun with a yoke of steers were
pelted most heartily with other
nation of d H. Chenault..r Mr. Per- was lu
them. It took practice slim chances of escape. Jt was an HISTORIC PERSONS AND OBJECTS
riding
of
Tucumthe
son has been manager
J PERPETUATED IN THIS
to ride a steer. The animal's hide is exciting game, requiring diplomacy,
jr. M. CUNNINGHAM, Prealdcnt,
carl Lumber company and has been loose and a
boy will roll off with the skill in dodging and good running
MANNER
- PRANK SPRINOER, Vice Pmldent,
a resident of this city for the last least over
9100,000.00
balancing. But the art ability, all Indian scout qualities. The
O. T. HOSKINS, CMhler,
1 30,000.00
three years, coming here from Texas once
boy ever game. was rough and therefore popu
accomplished, no
Mexico many of its towns
New
In
He has many friends here. The
thought of walking while driving a lar at all the pioneer schools. The bear names of Spanish origin, by
is satisfactory to the pubyoke of oxen, and the habit stuck
who was timid and was afraid which persons or objects of historical
lic. Mr. Chenault will remain in to him as a man; it was regarded as boy
of the ball was looked upon as s Interest are perpetrated. A brief re
Tucumcarl and go into business, hav- a peculiar hardship for the man to coward or a "sissy" and therefore
view is of more than passing interest.
ing shown a correct balance in his ac- have to walk when he took a team held In contempt. Also he was apt
Taking the cities for instance, Alamo-eord- o
to
walk
Travcounts, recently investigated by
across the plains. But he had
to get hit at any time by a stray ball,
means "large poplar," or "large
in
on those trips. That was a part of whereupon everybody indulged
eling Auditor C. V. Safford.
Cottonwood;" Santa Fe is a phrase
of
the regulations.
laughter.
translating "holy faith;" Rlncon sig
In those days every farmer raised
Read The Optic' It carries the full
Casis
Raton
the
and
nlfies "corner,"
When "Base" Was Popular
&
Are people of small affairs. But they wisely argue
Associated Press report, handled over hemp, either for the market or for
tillian for "mouse," a mountain nearof
the
another
was
game
There
the
was
only
home consumption. It
that the less they have the more they should sruard
its own special leased wire.
mouse.
or
representing a rat
was
boys called "base." No ball
material for cordage in pioneer times.
it
from
of
AmonK
carefully.
plural
the
appellations
It would astonish a modern Boy Scout used in this game, All the boys in
"the
mentioned
Laa
Vegas,
be
may
or
to see what articles of use and school could engage in it, large
Will
or "the meadows;" Las Palo-amusement a pioneer boy could make small, and the teacher himself often plains,"
Las
and
Gallinas,
"the
doves,'
mas,
The
of hemp. He knew where to find the took part in the exciting exercise.
Even against your own tendency to spend too free"th hens" and bv sucKestion "the
raw material and how to get the lint boys divided into two squads. Two
for
called
was
Bernalillo
cowards."
ly. Open'an account and you'll be better off.
from the stalk and how to twist it lines were drawn parallel to each a resident
but Albu
family;
Spanish
into rope or twine or cord of any other on the ground fifty yards apart nuernue.
curiously enough, is not
far enough apart for ample
With a stick not larger nor
tM sf
size.
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
but
Latin, having been namSpanish,
maneuvering and for the flowing
longer than a lead pencil, used as a
a
of
duke
ed
for
the
Albuquerque,
evospindle, he would make a bowstring to and fro of the forces in their
nobleman who visited it from
as uniform and smooth and as un lutions. On these lines the contending Spanish
1703
to
1710, and whose title was
each
twine forces were ranged
facing
breakable as any machine-mad- e
two Latin words "albus
from
derived
over
of today.
uniting these small other. In front of each line not
By
"white oak."
of an organ. The Pecos river gets its
meaning
quercus,
called
line
of
another
was
any aix feet away
strands he could make a rope
named by Amer. name from the Pecoa Indians, who
towns
other
Among
was
to
The
or
not
base.
enemy
only
and
enough
deadline,
the
strong
length
leans are Roswell. which takes the had been taught by the Spaniards to
By Lydia E.
hold his calves but to hold his father's to send out one of their chosen men,
first name of an early postmaster, herd sheep, the designation of the
oxen. Then the whip was made of usually the fleetest runner, who was
Vegetable Compound
Roswell
Smith; Belen, named for a tribe coming from the Latin word
His
base.
" T send vrm VipfA- - hemp. Many a plainsman or bull permitted to approach the
"RalHmnro TVTVI
in
the Mexican war, and Ar-- pecus, which means flock. The Honbattle
ivith the picture of my fifteen year old whacker who traveled over the Santa business there was to, touch the base tesia, a word coined from "artesian, do, a
linn nrl
tributary, is well named, as it
..ii .1111
UNJ
Fe Trail from Kansas City to New with his foot, whereupon the waitan apt compliment to the source of signifies "watering place."
bewas Restored to Mexico, or over other trails to Cali
force
watching
expectant,
ing,
health by Lydia E.
prosperity Turning to mountain
Pinkham's vegeta-hl- fi fornia, or Oregon, or to the mountains came very much insulted and outrag- ranges, Sacramento is Spanish for
rush
united
and
in
the
For soreness of the muscles wheth
West, ed and made a grand
flnmnoiirid. She or to government posts
from the er induced by violent exercise or in
was pale, with dark learned the art of making his whip to capture and bring to justice the "sacrament;" Mongollon,
same tongue, means "parasite" or jury, Chamberlain's Liniment is ex
circles under ner while a
Auspices of "Las Vegas Band
boy breaking oives to the impudent intruder, who knowing very
eyes, weak and irribut Organ is English and cellent. This liniment is also highly
on;"
"hanger
ran
not
his
of
nature
old
offense,
The
oniy
the
well
wo
plainsman
table. T different yoke.
for the relief it affords in
has reference to the supposed resem- esteemed
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all drug
I
doctors treated, ner learned the art of making his whip for life toward his own line, hotiy
to
the
mountains
blance
of
the
pipes
I
d called it Green but also the wonderful art of manipu
gists. x
- Sickness,
pursued. A touch was a capture. There
but she
nnni
of
his
with
touch
merest
while
the
no
was
it
playing
striking,
lating
theall
grew worse
time T.vfliaTC.Pink. calves on his father's farm. The pis the hand sufficed. The. prisoner reham's Vegetable Compound was rec- tol practice of the bushwhackers dur turned with his captor and was put
ommended, and after taking three bot- ing the Civil war was truly amazing, on one end of the base, where be re
tles she has regained her health, thanks
to your medicine. I can recommend it but the plainsman's use of the whip mained in durance vile until his other
for all female troubles." Mrs, L. A. was just as wonderful. With his whip friends could take him off, which now
Corkban, 1103 Rutland Street, Balti- ten or twelve feet long, the stock became their dangerous duty. SomeThe primary cause of Rheumatism results from weak kidneys, constipamore, Md.
two feet long, he could flick a fly times the base would be occupied by tion, indigestion, etc., forming impure accumulations in the system. These
. Hundreds of such letters from mothfrom the back of the steer of the large numbers of the enemy, and af- sour and ferment, causing uric acid, which is absorbed from the stomach and
Herry-Go-Roun- d;
ers expressing their gratitude for what
team.
lead
ter the game had progressed awhile intestines into the blood. This changes the circulation from a thick, rich
E.
Pinkham's
Vegetable
Lydia
themus-cledepositing inflammatory matter into
Every pioneer boy could make a both sides had a string of prisoners fluid to a thin, acrid streatfl,
pound has accomplished for them have
nerves, and joints. The longer the blood is allowed to remain in this
been received by the Lydia E. Pinkham bow and arrow. The hickory wood to take care of. Often there was the
condition the more severe will Rheumatism become. Gradually the
Medicine Company, Lynn, Mass.
and confusion on impure
from which the father made
wildest hurly-burl- y
mscles harden and lose their elasticity, the joints begin to stiffen, and freYounff Girls, Heed This Advice. and ram-rod- s
and ax helves was the all parts of. the field. This game was
calculous deposits form knots at the finger joints.' There is just one
A
Girls who are troubled with painful material for the boy to use in making so popular that it was played on any quently
to
CURE
Rheumatism, and that is to cleanse the blood of the uric acid
way
heador irregular periods, backache,
sensations, faint, his weapons. His ambition was to occasion where young men met In poison. S. S. S., by removing every particle of the cause and PURIFYING
ache, dragging-dow- n
the blood, cures Rheumatism permanently. S. S. S. eliminates the urieaoid
take make as good a bow as the Indians crowds.
ing spells or indigestion,be should
restored to made and to use it as dexterously.
because it is the greatest of all blood purifiers. It filters out every trace of the
immediate action and
The Wild Game of Fox 7
d
blood, furnishes the matehealth by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- The arrow wa susually tipped with a
sour, inflammatory matter, cools the
One of the wildest ' games played rial for
table Compound. Thousands have been
of the circulation, and
nutritious
the
rich,
corpuscles
multiplying
spike of tin, which was good enough by pioneer boys was "fox." The boy by its fine
restored to health by its use.
tonic effects assists the system to rapidly overcome the effects of
rabbits.
and
birds
the disease. Special book on Rheumatism and medical advice free., S. S. S.
Write to Mrs. Pinkham,' Lynn, for shooting small
About the worst misfortune that
is for sale at drug stores.
JHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
JI ass., for advice, free.
(Continued- on Page Sevenl
mid-nigh-

FULL ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT

So-nor-

.

With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The f0ptic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have
dence in Las Vegas and its future and are
We hope that
willing to take a chance.
creased circulation and increased business will

justify our plunge.
Every public spirited
citizen in this city and every resident of
eastern New Mexico should be a subscriber to

lly

The DAILY OPTIC
It costs but fifteen cents a week to have the
paper delivered to your door every evening
except Sunday. By mail THE DAILY OPTIC
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Balloon Ascension Every Day
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Ferris Wheel;
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and
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Children
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THEOPtlC'S SEW UlcA
a
pptlc enters upon new
carisr as a newspaper, presenting Its readers with the full day
report of the itssociated Press over its
own special 1 used wire, handling as
much telegri hie news
as any biff
city daily lnf ihe country, which is a
member of
Associated Press, the
peatest ne s gathering agency in
Today, The

era In Us

,

ta

r

i

the world.
Of f ourso- this costs money. Any-- ;
thing worth having costs money. But
The Optic Relieves It will pay. We

theliublic will appreciate this
feature. We are sure it
will so incl jase thi3 paper's prestige
j that everylf .dy will want to be num- to Tha
amf ig subscribers
bered
0?uc; tkij will make the paper an
artrHc1tTv tneultiiTTi nnr pycellence.
Tie dreln of every newspaper la
to some df f grow big enough and
prosperous enough to afford the full
leased wire report
Associate
to us before we had ever
It has coi
I would.
The Associated
dreamed
U3 the proposition, along
Press mad
eftornnnn HnUtpfl in the
with
"southwest ill agreed and in this way
U was m
possible for us to get this
news service
maailficeJ
ItBBOUj:
be a source of gratification
to the
spaper reading public to
when they pick up The
know tti
read it, that its telegraph
Optle
tains everything that has
senice
happened
iday in the civilized world
orth chronicling; to know
which is
m't have to wait for the
that you
tcago or Kansas City pa
Denver,
1 out all about the story
to U
n are interested. And this
: in wilcl
te of The Optic's leased
will la t
It will contain as much
wireer
detail of the story,
auch
ar
news,
3d by the Associated Press
er in the United States.
for aWC
v Kld. this service is a
As
for The Optic, but its
Wg ttio
ig for the reading public,
mm
1 s Vegas. The Optic wants
and f
to grow and prosper, for
us Vet
will we grow and
muck
thai
just
other business
d
B".
will
every
,f.i30r.
concera in the city grow and proswe
an
tne
Time
and
last
Mr Fir
L
Why can't everybody
That's what makes a city
elsBhe?
in, and that is
s good place to live
tnnkea cities.
in turning
join The Optic today
town
.iTifi leaf. Believe inin it.your don't
It
believe
others"
will
d
but
tost you a cent to be optimistic
"
aouars
means
io
I frit
sort
believe
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Tlin NATIOXAI, GUARD
fro: ,

p,,..

15 to July 31. the First
t of Infantry, aigmu v,uiv

July

eU "S" fauery,
wd&'
... v - nal Guard, will hold an en
JiMovt on the target range north- r Tas Ve&as, where the mem
In mill- WJsv ,:I be given instruction
ne
and .be taugnr-x. volutions
.
l1'.'
.stricacies of aeiau necesaau
many
their
roper understanding of
to a
d'J"
raw
war"

!:

';!t','

' '
turbances.
Tbe national guard is a necessary
and integral feature of tbe activitita
of the government, PracticalP 'all the
wars in which this country has had a
part have been, In the main, fought
by members ot the militia, organized
and unorganized. Volunteers, recruit
ed at the call of the president, have
e
responded-Itx-largnumbers, but the
organized militia, in conjunction with
the regular army, has been the backbone of our military force until such
time as the raw tpoops could be drill:
ed Into competency.
or
Every citizen of New Mexico is,
should be, interested in the success
and efficiency of all arms of tbe national guard.
Militia oficers have complained, with
meil
some justness, that business
in
Interest
a
taken
proper
have not
the necessary field maneuvers and
have withheld vacation, permission
from their men at a time, when tielr
services were required at the encamp'
'
ments.
have
maneuvers
the
It may be that
been arranged at a time of the year
when the services of the employed
emhave been most needed by the
ttfe
be
that
also
ployers, and it may
effor
zeal
their
in
militia officers,
been
have
ficiency and improvement,
tnn hastv in criticism of the business
ground
man. But their Is a half-wann which each can stand, and it is as
mnrh the dutv of the employer to use
all possible means to give his employe
a vacation to attend the encampment
a a u in for the officers to attend to
hAir duties in giving Instruction when
the enlisted men have reported tor

a biennial event, wisely
the direction ot the
artment, and officers of the
nrmv will be detailed to
em
the instructions. The past
and
successful
been
nts have
militia.
julted In giving to the

.

y
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Something New and Practical
AN EIGHT DAY

TODAY'S COMPLETE .MARKET REPORTS

The, pope is making a slow recoy.

ery'from his recent indispostion, says
a London dispatch.' In addition to
;
Leu! vntoit
gout, the pontiff Is sufferjng J roii de- Amalgainated
' 68
Copper
pression as the result of a couple ot American
118
Bet Sugar...
incidents which occurred lateljt and
109V4
Atchison
111
which he regards as Incidents of
Northern pfd
Great
,.127
omen.
107
New York Central
One of these is the death of Mgr.
125H
Pacific
Northern
of letters to
Angelinl, secretary
156
Reading
princes, who wrote In Latin the pope's Southern Pacifio
116
letters to sovereigns. It Is recalled
179
Union Pacific
that Mgr. Angelinl's predecessor died
76
Steel
United
States
suddenly a few days before Pope Leo United
ex
dlv..H9
Steel
State
pfd.
XIII.
e

The second incident Is the falling
of a column in the Eethnograph Ex
hibition on Saturday, which killed a
workman. The column bore a pic
ture of the lion of St. Mark of Ven
ice, of which the pope was formerly
patriarch. The pope, in his present
low state of health, regards these in
cidents as of evil augury.

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, May 1. Cattle, 8,000,
Market
Including 1,500 southerns.
steady. Native steers $3.006.15;
southern steers $4.255.75; southern
cows and heifers $3.254.75; native
cows and heifers $3.005.80; stackers and feeders $4.505.65; bulls $4.00
5.00; calves $4.006.25; western
steers $4.505.9O; western cows $3.00

Market steady; I '.Kitlve $3.00
western $3.25 4.60; yearlings
$4.255.15; lambs, native $4.256.10;
western $4.756.15

000;

4.601;

ALARM CLOCK

ABSORBLETS

8W'
'awak'tfn
clock that will
yoi?
Alarm rings only at' Jime to
t
for cash.
cent
10
Rer
give service three dollar kjss
Clock.
We also have the Dollar

Re-

ceipts 27,000. Market steady to
steers $56.00;
stronger.1 Native
cows and heifers $3.005.40; western
steers $3.75 5.80; Texas steers $3.25
5.10; range cows and heifers $3.00
stockers
4.85; canners $2.75,4.00;
and feeders $3.505.60; calves $5.00
4.90.
(5 6.25; bulls, stags, etc., $3.75
Hogs Receipts 38,000. Market 10
to 15 lower. Heavy $5.405.60; mixed1 $5.555.60; light $5.605.70; pigs
$5.005.65; bulk of sales $5.555.65.
Market
29,000.
Sheep Receipt
srong o 15 cents higher. Yearlings
$4.254.85; wethers $4.004.50; ewes
$3.404.25; Iambs $5.00 6.00.

Two Germans who were, crossing
the Luxemburg frontier declared to
have
the customs officials: "We
with us three bottles of red wine
each. How much is there to pay?
"Where is it?" was asked.
"Well, inside ua."
The official gravely looked at his
tariff book and read: "Wine in casks,
In bottles, 45 shillings.
20 shillings.
In donkeys' hides, free. Gentlemen,"
he added, looking up, "you can go'"
iDer Guttemplar.

"Kind friend," whined the beggar,
"I'm trying to get to Glasgow, and
I've got the price of a ticket all but
sixpence. Will you help me out?
"No, but I can give you some excellent advice. "Take the train to
within a sixpenny fare of Glasgow,
and then walk."
Tit-Bit-

wjA

606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,

WAGON MOUND MAN

SURROUNDS

MYSTERY

MAKES TEACHER BRIDE

WRECK

'DISASTROUS

DEATH AND WEDDING. OF JAMES ROY EAGLE
AND MISS REEVES KELLY
THREE FATALLY HURT NEAR
SURPRISE TO FRIENDS
EASTON, PA.
TO

EIGHT-'bURNE-

ST. LOUIS WOOL
Receipts 10,000. Market 10
cents lower. Bulk of sales $5.00
St. Louis, May 1. Wool, market
5.75; heavy $5.605.75; packers and unchanged.
Territory and western
butchers $5.655.80; l'ghts $5.70
mediums 1517 cents; fine mediums
5.85.
131T cents; fine 1112 cents.
Market
16.000.
ts
steady to weak. Muttons $3.404.40; CHICAGO GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
lambs $4.75 5.75; fed wethers and
Chicago, May 1. Wheat, July 88;
yearlings $3.75 5.00; fed western Sept. 87. .Cora, July
Sept.
ewes $3.404.00.
53. Oats, July 32; Sept. 31.
Pork, July 14.95. Lard, July 8.07;
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
8.15. Ribs, July 8.02;
Sept. 8.12
Chicago, May 1. Cattle Receipts Sept. 7.927.95.
Market slow and generally
22,000.
steady. Beeves $5.00 6.45; Texas
.
NEW YORK MONEY
steers $4.605.50; western steers $4.S0
1. Call money 2
New
York,
May
05.70; stockers and feeders $4.00
per cent; prime mercantile
5.45; cows and heifers $2.405.65;
per cent. Mexlan dol
paper
calves
$4.256.00.
calves $4.255.65;
45.
ars
15
Market
Hogs Receipts 63,000.
to 20 cents lower. Light $5.706.05;
NEW YORK METAL
mixed $5.703.00; heavy $5.555.90;
New' York, May 1. Lead, market
rough $5.555.70; good to choice
Standard copper,
heavy $5.705.90; pigs $5.556.00; quiet $4.404.50;
quiet. Spot $11.6011.70; July $11.6
bulk of sales $5.856.00.
11.75.
Silver 53.
SheeiA-Recel- pts
estimated at 22,-20

Miss Reeves Kelly and James Roy
Easton, Pa., May 1. As far as it is
at
and
the
here
to
Eagle were united in marriage Saturday-eascertain
possible
by Rev. Father Adrian
scene of the accident, eight persons vening
his residence on Main
at
were turned to death, three fatally Rabeyrolle
was witnessed
The
street.
ceremony
in
two
others
bo
seriously
injured,
jured that their lives are despaired only by immediate relatives of the
of and scores of persons were cut, bride and groom. Miss Madeline Kelburned and bruised in the wreck of ly, sister of the bride, and Gordon
the teachers' special from Utlca, N. Duncan acted as bridesmaid and best
Following tno
Y., to Washington, D. C, on the Belvedere-- man, respectively.
. V n vmmAAXmt noi4if want in
.
Delaware
Penn
of
the
division,
sylvania railroad at Martin's Creek, N. the home of the bride's mother, where
a wedding luncheon was served. The
J., late Saturday afternoon.
The line was reopened for traffic marriage came as a surprise to the
yesterday. Bodies of eight persons many friends of the bride and groom.
have been taken from the debris and It was go carefully planned that Mr.
and Mrs. Eagle escaped the send-of- t
the wreck crew has quit work.
railroad'
Officials of the
company usually given, newly weds.
Mrs. Eagle is the daughter of Mrs.
are uncommunicative as to the cause
or me accident.
J. P. McDonald of 1104 Douglas aveIt Is the general belief that 'the rails nue. She has many friends in Las
spread and caused the train to leave Vegas, having lived in this city since
the track and plunge over the em- girlhood. It was in Wagon Mound,
bankment. Trackmen had been at where she was employed a a teacher,
"Going to the game today."
work at the point of the disaster and that she met Mr. Eagle. Mr. Eagle
RIGHT
GOVERNMENTHAS
"Sure thing! A man couldn't get It 1 said the tracks were jacked up, is the owner of a farm near Wagon
pneumonia in a better cause, could that no signal was out 'and that the Mound where he and his bride will re(Continued From Page One) .
he?" Detroit Free Press.
."'
engineer, believing he had a clear side.
track, rushed into what proved to be
serves in the west had been formed
"'
a death trap.
Read The Optic. It carries the full
It is in The Optic if it happens-whetheby a similar process of federa1 action
or
in
elsewhere
Las
Associated
Press report, handled over
enVegas
land
from
in withdrawing public
In the world.
The
sells
itself.
own special leased wire.
its
Optic
analogy
applied
by
the
argument
try,
to them. The injunction was granted, and an appeal taken to the su
preme court of the United States
Throughout the contest, the federal
government claimed that when Light
turned his cattle onto his ranch, adfoljoining the forest reserve, they
lowed well defined cattle trails, in
order to get grass and water, directly
tn the reserve where there existed
superior grass and water supply. Such
a practice, the government contend
ed, was tantamount in law to Light
driving the cattle onto the reserve,
The defense met the government
with several arguments. In the first
place, it was pointed out that the
had not been fenced by the
BachOne of
government, and a Colorado law proadvantages of dealing
vided that no person should recover
can
is
be
practically everything
damages for trespass unless the land
stocksilk
When
have
here.
you
bought
bought
in question was fenced. Therefore
some
of Inexpensive hose
and
here
pairs
ings
as
barring
Light pointed' to this law
is
never
for
hard
service,
necessary to go elsethe government from relief. The gov
The
best
for
them.
values in low priced
where
ernment retorted that the fence law
as well as
here
not
and
hosiery,
say
pair
applied only to Individuals,
dollar or more.
best values
to the state of Colorado or to the
United States. If it was meant to
'
After you have bought yoiir boy
fine, new
apply to the United States, it was
can
find
also
for
dress
the
best play
that
up,
you
the
government
argued by
little price will buy
blouses here for 49c
law was unconstitutional. One of
tv,
is so all over
iham famiAs of the case was
store. Every grade
anywhere.
centered on this point.
is worth having,
of merchandise
will
So widespread was the interest in
service and answer
will be found
purpose,
give
the case and so vital the questions
Bacharach's.
involved, that the state of Colorado
contest
into the
itself
threw
Att war author- for
ized to assist in fighting the federal
Spear
government. He did so.
Boys
The attorney general emphasized
the
supreme
the argument before
Of 2 to 15 years. Sometimes
court that no provision of the const!
A very complete stock of
to get, aren't they? We
hard
tion empowered the federal govern
new styles and 'shapes. 35c
have
them.
re
national
the
ment to "conserve
to 75c each.
sources." by providing for a continui
flow
ing timber supply, regulating the
and preserving power
of streams
He
sites from being monopolized.
urged that the withdrawal of suchonelarge tracts ot land, said to be
fifth of the" entire area of Colorado,
was the denial of equality with the
older states" which had been allowed
to exercise dominion over all the ter
rltory within their boundaries.
EVERY PAIR ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. A
BEST MAKES KNOWN THE RIGHT
THE
NEW PAIR GIVEN FOR EACH PAIR
Vdarntnn in Railroad Men
v. a nnmn 11 Rftst St.. Bath Me.,
PRICES
RIGHT
AT
THE
STYLES
NOT SATISFACTORY
sends out this warning to railroaders.
my
"A conductor on the railroad,
nriiiicuA a Kiimnin inflammation
rt tha Vfrtnova and T WAS miserable
THE
of"
and all played out A friend advised
515-51- 7
Foley JCidney Pills and from me aay
to
Opposite
I commenced,tking them, I began
Railroad
regain my strength. The inflammaI
than-Caslaueda
tion clearedand I am far better
Aentfe
have been for- twenty years. The
weakness ana' dizzy spells are a thing
Hotel
7
of the past and I highly recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Sheen-ReceiD-

52;

2;
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Teach Sammy, in the sentence "I
have a book," what is the case or the
o
pronoun I?
SECKECY VS. PUBLICITY
Nominative
(promptly)
Sammy
'
FOK1CKIME
case.
Teacher Next boy, tell me in vhat
The editor of the Century Magazine case to put the noun "book."
for
sharply arraigns the newspapers
(thoughtfully) Book.
Next Boy
ana
of
crime
tr
arwiuntn
..i.i!,!,i
UUBUUih
case!
therebv contributing to the "cultiva
the
is
which
tion of lawless thinking,
"Mv constituents never fail to ac
Does any
mother of all lawlessness.
cord me continuous applause," remark
citizen canable of a single Independent ed Senator Sorghum, hopefully.
censor of
thought imagine," asks the
"Yea," replied Farmer Corntossel.
fhn "sensational press, tbat wide
A
loto' folks out our way would
does
spread dally exploitation ot Evil
hear themselves cheer tar.
rather
not result in the extension or me lisen to another man talk." Washtns- curse?"
ton Star.
Thin view of publicity as fostering
crime differs radically from the opin
"Do you know anything abou Caeion expressed by Dr. C. W. Eliot, in sar?" asked Maudie.
-lie
hia suggestion of a remedy for the
"Certainly," replied Mayme.
tne
before
address
an
In
social evil.
a very great man, or
been
must
have
Conference ot
State
Connecticut
so many people wouldn't have named
the former
Correction
Charities and
thir does after him." Washington
president ot Harvard said:
Star.
"Publicity is necessary. Vice ana
crime seek secrecy for the commis'vnn talked constantly throuch the
sion of crime. We will welcome any ouera." said one young woman.
movement which will kill secrecy in
"Yes," replied the other. 'I dislik
the community."
to do it. But it was the only way
ed
What Is a conscientious editor to do to
keep father from going to sleep I.j
in the face of this disagreement of au full view of the audience. Washing
thorities? Dr. EUot is a highly re- ton Star.
ntable citizen and competent student
of social problems. As an educator of
"You are seen with Miss Wombat a
or a
experience and long president
deal."
good
en
great university nis opinion is
it's just a little
"Yes;
titled to resipect. Yet if the press flirtation."
accepts bis endorsement of its policy
"Is it' She has asked me to be a
of nubliicty as the best corrective bridesmaid." Kansas City Journal.
ot crime and continues its "exploita
tion" in the interest of public morals.
"Did you ever play in 'Hamlet?' In
how can it escape the further censure
a theatrical manager' ot a re
quired
and castlgatlon of the Century?
cent acquisition to his company.
o- "Ever!" exclaimed the nuweomer.
of
MOKE HUBBEK?a ::
'Why, I've played in every hamlet
England!"
For years the pitchers have con
in
their
it
of
stantly had the best
Everybody Bays my
The Widow
A few,
long warfare with the batters.
got her beauty irom me.
daughter
mighty men with the stick there have What do you think about it
alwavs been. AU the cunning of the
Old Bachelor Well, she certainly
most resourceful twirlers has had no had a lot of nerve to take all of itj.
terrors for the Cobbs, the Lajoies, the Chicago Newsu
cm or a
WoUHUV
nut the maiaritv- of bat- ters have been swept aside, M fhe
'I regard conversation as a gift,"
gentlemen who are referfd td she remarked the studious woman. human catapults" by tne spon writ
"It usually is," replied Miss Cayenne
ers.
'If neople had to pay for it there
It is another story that is, being would be much. less of it." Chicago
Tho Aitttchers are Tribune.
i.ii v,i
.
off jo jito, avail.
arms
their
working
The batters are ianmuug menu..
'Oh, darling," came her plaintive cry,
the field. The fielders are racing "Love me to death, or I shall die."
about with their tongues hanging out,
"This joy will kill me sure," he
catches
tt.vtr.o- tn make impossible
cried,
over the right field fence. The spec
suicide.
double
a
It was
tators are in a frenzy of delight or
Tribune.
1111

Tit-Bit-

Tit-Bit- s.

1

-

Chicago

desnair.
The interesting suggestion Is made
manufac-turenhi- s
that a livelier ball la being
year. Inquiring Investigators
a
report that a cross section reveals
core.
rubber
of
surprising amount,
Fine! More elasticity to the rubber!
Only the sad pitchers will kick.
Just one anxious question suggests
itself. Everybody is for more hitting
by the home team. Wouldn't it be
nossible to have a particularly dead
article, stamped "Visitors' Ball to be
used when the outside club is at bat?

.

J

ROBERT ITAUPERT

Hogs

to

'

ill

OMAHA LIVE STOCK
Omaha, Neb., May 1. Cattle

5.00.

Tha name difficulty Is experienced
each year, and it is to be hoped that
officers and employers may De aDie
tA f?At. together in a spirit of amity
to the end that each member of thenational guard may have full opportn benefit from the camp ma
neuvers. The militiaman is a useful
Bnd necessary part of tbe nations
citizenship and should be given every
encouragement.

x

1

Father I rather like

the-

young

man who has been calling bere; he
has the right kind of a ring about
him.
x
Daughter Oh, father, did1 you see
U? Was it a solitaire? Smart Set. t
,

.

i.

Her Dad No, sir ; I won't have my
daughter tied for life to a stupid fool,
Her Suitor Then don't' jou think
you'd better let me take her off 'your
hands? Boston Transcript.
!

.

r.X

i5 per cent Discount

2 0 per cent Discount

Skirts
this week at Bacharach's

On all Boy's Suits this

On all Women's

JUST

IK

THIS IS

week

ALL SERVICE STORE

AN

with

the

that

arach's

at Bacharach's

want
it

the

at

i2c a
at a

suit

It

that that

that

at

.

are

just
a
the

the

the

that

Straw Hats
Girlsand

Spear Caps
for Boy's

Shoes and Oxfords Hose and Half Hose
for Men Women
for Hen, Women
and Children
and Children
,

-

Store

1

Quality"

-
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Prescriplionist

House Cleaning MAYDAY

PERSQjVALS

The man who does
thef "
weighing, the meawfogW. V
the man who knows how
nd whythe man on
whom everythina demiu'0. '
wur responsibility is' never 'J ir
lost sight of for a moment
s'lo
In prescription
filling. Every
prescription leaving our
tore is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

kNotesii'

a. SjJes. went today to

Charles

MJas Elizaoethf Dunbar of Waenn
vWUa, iesterday In Las Ve

SHOW OPENS

SHOT IN A RAID

WAS BELOW THE

Cleaning house is now in

or-

der and we are going: to help
you by making big reductions
in just the goods you need,
right now.

SUCCESS

TOMORROW

ON JOINT

AVERAGE

SALE ENDS

tl.

3, 1911

'

we nave Just
a

Western
I Garden
iSeed
i

and

,

buying

I

J.

A.

Papen

-

AT NORMAL A

gas with friends.
r George A. Fleming spent yesterday
RAW AND BITING WIND DID NOT
ai watrous visiting his sister, Mrs,
DETRACT FROM THE FIR&T
Thuli and Mr. Thull.
ANNUAL FESTIVITIES
,,.
Air. Ann Mr ' V XI
ucuD ui iiw-ue BOn have rAhirnot frntn TV......
MAY
'
Raw and biting wind and weather
wnere they spent last week on a
characteristic of early March did not
business and shopping trip.
prevent the first annual Mav Day
S. B. Davis, Jr has returned from
For Spot Cash Only, No Exfestivities at the Normal University
Washington, where he had been for
from being a complete success. The
changes or Premiums jo
several weeks on business before the
was crowded with townspeocampui
Court
feupreme
of the United States
With This Sale
ple and students, who witnessed and
Major and Mrs. A. H. Whltmore left
participated in the crowning of the
WINTERS DRUG CO. yesterday for Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
30c for the 7 ft. mounted 50c Queen of the May and the winding
where they will spend some time en
'
1
of the May pole. The pageant was
Shades.
.juying a vacation at that famous
Phone Main 3 ."
planned and beautifully
excellently
45c for the 7 ft. mounted
watering place.
The ceremonies attendant
executed.
Mrs. Frank Wilson, who has been
Opaque 75c Window Shades.
to the crowning of the queen were
in Las Vegas several months,' stop75c for the 7 ft.x38 in. wide prettily carried out. Escorted by the
ping at St. Anthony's sanatarium for Duplex Shades, hand mounted,
students carrying flowers and wearthe benefit of her health, left today the $1.00 Quality
ing colors emblematic of the departmm
X
VI
for (Denver, where .she will join her
ments to which they belonc, the
50c
75c
for
Lace
Curtains
pair
husband.
95c pair for $1.25 Lace Curtains
queen, Miss Lorna Johnson, prettily
Received Lot of
After a visit of three months dup
$1.20 pair Jfor the $1.50 Lace gowned in white made her way to the
rag wnicn he made many friends.
Curtains.
throne. The crown was placed upon
George McDonald will leave tonight $1.40 pair for the $1.75 and $2 the queen's head by little Miss Delia
for his homo in Chicago. Mr. McDon
Lace Curtains.
Chambers. Stephen Davis and Ne'.son
am is a close friend of Rev. Father
the crown
$1.00 a week will buy a new Miller were pages and bore
Bernard Naughton, who was respon
'"
and
scepter.
Buck's Range, 6 hole, big value
sible for his visit here.
seated
had
been
After the queen
for $40.00.
Z. W. Montague will leave tomorupon the throne the winjiing of the
$9.85 for the $12.50 Dexter
row morning for Santa Fe, where he
May pole begani The pole was placed
will represent the Las Vegas camp Washing Machine.
Immediately in front of the throne.
In Bulk
of the Modern Woodmen of America
$1.95 for the $2.85 Lace CurThe pole was wound by the various
at the territorial camp. Mr. Montatain Stretcher with easel back, department of the school, bearing
gue is a candidate for election as dele
the best kind on the market.
the following colors and flowers:
Package
and
gate from New Mexico to the head
52c square yard for the 75c Normal and Academy, purple
camp of the Woodmen, which meets
and
Seventh
Eighth
violets;
white,
Printed Linoleum.
in Buffalo, N. Y., in June.
FromBarteldes Seed
blue, morning glories; Fifth
62c square yard for the 85c grades,
Miss Katherine Sullivan and her sis
.
and Sixth grades, daffodils; Ttirdand
Co. It will pay you
ter. Miss Abble Sullivan, left this af Printed Linoleum.
Fourth grades, pink, roses; First and
to see our line before
ternoon for Taos, to attend the Indian
$1.10 square yard for the Second grades, daisies.
elsewhere.
Folk dances were a part . of the
festivities at the Taos pueblo.
The $1.50 Inlaid Linoleum.
i
were Scottish
Misses Sullivan expect to be gone two
$1.20 square yard for the program. Among theae Robin Hood
dances and a dance by
weeks and while away will try hard $1-7Inlaid Linoleum.
and his men. The committee in charge
not to fall in love with any of the
5
Off any Navaio Indian of the May day festivities was com
Grocer and Butcher.
sturdy Indian bucks of the quaint vilKug.
posed of Miss Jane Greenley, Miss
lage.
3 $19.60 for the $25.00 Smith
Mildred Hornbein and Ottoway C.
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St. Paul's
me
Axminster Rugs, 3 by 10-Ziogg. Valuable assistance In
Memorial Episcopal church, will leave
the
children and
the
of
training
$21.85 for the $27.50 Smith
this evening for Roswell, where he
INDIAN
carrying out of the program was given
Axminster Rugs, 9 by 12 ft.
will attend the New Mexico convoca
deby Mlsa Liva Lichty, head of the
tion of the Episcopal church, which is
Miss
and
music
art;
partment of vocal
ONLY AT
scheduled to begin Wednesday. BisCluxton of the department
HIDES HER FACE hop
Marguerite
J. Mills Kendrick will be present
of Instrumental music; Miss Margaas will laymen and clergymen from
ret Healv. Miss May Lamb, Miss Cor
all points,o;th,ei territory. Rev. Moore,
nelia Murray, Miss Ellen Daniels and
THE BEGUM OF BHOPAL STOPS however.
Is the only representative
other membersi of the faculty.
IN PARIS, WITH SERVANTS,
will send.
St.
At 12:30 o'clock, at tne close or tne
Paul'slyrch
' EN ROUTE TO LONDON
a plcnlo luncheon wa;
festivities,
MILLIONS OF 1910 NICKELS
Opposite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas served on the campus. Many of the
Washington, May 1. Some joker in
parents of the students were present
Paris,
May, 1. A mysterious Inand the affair was a heartily enjoy
dian princess is captivating the fancv the middle wetfhas caused the banks,
able one. The committee of parents
She Is the Begum of treasury, the secret service and a lot
of Parisians.
much
trouble
of
other
spreadby
folk,
that
never
arranged for the picnic was maie
been
face
whose
has
TODAY'S BASEBALL SCORES
Bhopal,
Hai-let- t
up of the following ladles: Mrs,
seen except by her immediate family ing a story that the government coinWm.
Mrs.
1310
and
.chairman;
no
in
nickels
that
ed
every
Raynolds,
and attendants. She journeyed hither
TODAY'S GAMES
Rosenthal, Mrs. D. W. Condon, Mrs.
to attend the coronation of her overpiece in cireulatnon bearing
lira.
J. H. Ward, Mrs. H. G. Coors,
counterbe
must
therefore
lord, King George, and is the first that date
Antonio Lucero, Mrs. Charles A.
National League
of the hordes of 'wealthy guests ex- feit. The fact is that the mints coinH. H. RobCincinnati-SLouis game postpon- Spless and Mrs. Frank
pected by the eager shopkeepers to ed 30,169,35$ nickels in 1910 and
erts.
of
worth
million
dollars'
one
about
wet
drawn
by
ed;
grounds.
throng Europe this year,
Chicago-PlttsburFor
the great English celebration.
these coins are In circulation.
game postponed;
il00 Reward $100
While awaiting the preparation in the last two days the mint bureau rain.
New
have been
game post pen
The readers of this paper will be
London the begum and an army of and the 'secret service
' pleased to learn that there is at least
maids are lodged in eighteen rooms besieged, j .with calls for help from ed; rain.
nno HnpnHod disease that science has
1.
Boston
of
west.
2;
of
middle
Philadelphia
Many
of a Paris hostelry. Many have called banks
the;
been able to cure in all Its stages,
'
to pay their respects, but none has the genuine .coins have been sent to
and that is Catarrn. Hairs uatarrn
Cure is the only positive cure now
been received. Not even the hotel em- Washington as counterfeits.
American League
to the medical fraternity. Caknown
the
about
to
gossip
St.
ployes are able
game postponed; tarrh being a constitutional disease,
wet grounds.
treatment.
begum, for none enters her apartrequires a constitutional
- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalments. All tne food for the, prinpostNew
game
ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
cess's table was brought from India
poned; rain.
KnrfftvR of the system, there
Truisms
and is prepared privately by the prinWashington 2; Boston 3.
by destroying the foundation of the
cess's own chef. Even the water for
Frost is predicted for tonight and
disease, and giving tne patient
strength by building up the constitucooking and drinking, it is said, was those who have plants growing- outDAY'S
GAMES
SUN
tion and assisting nature in doing its
brought in bottles from Bhopal's sac- doors should take! care to cover them
work. The proprietors have so much
red springs.
parefully. Warmer weather Is expectfnlth iti la curative Dowers that thev
National
League
ed tomorrow.
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Chicago 6; Pittsbug 4.
oasB that it falls to cure. Send for
CInclnnati-St- .
Louis game postpon- list of testimonials.
A new maple floor is being laid in
CAM! I ELD DAM WORK
Address:
the Santa Fe passenger station, mak- ed ; rain.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
the
in
ing a considerable improvement
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
(Continued From Page One)
American League
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
waiting rooms. Some of the friends
D. L. Batchelor, have
Detroit 5; Cleveland 1.
pation.
of
the
agent,
companies on Mr. Camfleld's bond that suggested that he give a dance when
Chicago 9; St. Louis 1.
work had been suspended was brought
new floor Is completed.
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
the
T
Tronrlale. Ala., was
M f?onr?
up. It was intended to discuss It and
Western League
with kidney trouble for many
bothered
take some action at the afternoon
Sioux City 2; Des Moines 0.
It has been decided to announce
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-l- v
session, which was, set to begin at 2
for election
trirtTiov Remedv. and before tak
contest
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Denver
in
the
vote
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the
plan
lieved to be
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suspension of work for thirty days. In
the
American Association
to recommend Foley Kidney Remcharge of the contest. With
Several individual members of the
carnival tomorrow inedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red' Cross
of
the
Columbus
Kansas
First
beginning
7;
game:
board said they deemjed it advisable
Co.
terest in the contest will become City 6. Second game: Kansas City 4; Drug
to take such action.
more intense.
Columbus 3.
Kiev headache results from a disor
It will be good new to everybody
Toledo 3.
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4;
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store- building
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be
to
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your dragging backache, dull head- berlain's Cough Remedy in our own
The result of Mr. Pierce's Yliy, JO The
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PRINCESS

THE

PERMITTING BALLOON DALLAS OFFICERS MET WITH RE. THE TOTAL PRECIPITATION FOR
SISTANCE WHEN THEY EN- - '
ASCENSION WILL OCCUR AT
, MONTH .80 INCHES OR A
TERED GAMBLING DEN
3:30 P. M.
OF 20 INCHES

WEATHER

'

f

I

With a thrilling balloon ascension
the big carnival of the Greater Las
Vegas band will begin tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. The ascension
will be made from the vacant, lot
near the Whalen garage. As the monster balloon soars into the air the
hank will strike up.a lively tune, the
harkers will appear In front of the
amusement tents and the big six day
pageant will be in full swing.
The Leonard Amusement company
will furnish the fun. It arrived yesterday from Santa Fe where it played
last week for the Beavers and made
a big hit with the monster crowds
that visited it. It Is a clean and at
tractive looking show and undoubted
ly- - will furnish high class amusement
for Las Vegas people all this week.
The show is located on Fountain
Square from which it spreads into
the surrounding streets. It consists
) fa number of interesting attraction.
Vaudeville, moving pictures, minstrel
shows and other things too numerous
'c mention are included in the list,
A giant Ferris wheel and a
d
will furnish fun for those who
like to feel the exhilaration of a trip
Into the air or a whirl on the horses,
The Leonard company is generous
with its- - free attractions. A thrilling
high dive will be given each afternoon
and evening and a balloon ascension
and paraohute drop will occur every
afternoon. The balloonist is exceptionally daring and his stunts electri
fied the people of Albuquerque and
Santa Fe.
The Greater Las Vegas band will
share with the Leonard company in
the profits of the week. This will afford the people of the city an oppor
tunity to help the band and at the
same time enjoy themselves to the
limit. On account of the size of the
show and the time of it Earrlval here
it was Impossible to open up tonight
.

merry-go-roun-

In a battle
Dallas, Tex., May
between deputy sheriffs and unidentified persons here yesterday morning,
five officers were shot, one probably
fatally.
The officers were wounded in , a
raid-ca gambling den suspected of
violation of the Sunday law.
Grady Kennedy probably was fatally wounded in the breast. Joe Brown
will ljkely lose his left, arm, John
Chetsa 'was shot through the left lung.
B. F. Lofton had part of his left shoulder torn away and L. F. Current, a
special policeman was shot in the leg.
The first three men were hurried
to a sanitarium.
A dozen policemen surrounded ths
house and arrested eleven white men
and seized gambling apparatus and a
quantity of intoxicants.

During the month of April the total
precipitation was .80 inches or .20
inches less than the average established by observations covering a per
lod of fifty years. According to the
report of John Clark Baker, volunteer
observer at the Normal, the greatest
precipitation during' the month was
April 25, when .5 Inches of rain fell.
for the
The maximum temperature
month was 72 degrees on April 21 and.
rec22. The minimum temperature
orded was 25 degrees on April 19. The
last day this year on which, frost has
been detected was April 20. The first
thunder and hall storm of the year ocThe
curred on the twenty-third- .
mean temperature for the month was
49.5 degrees. Two Inches of snow
fell during April and there were seven days on which rain to the amount
of .01 Inches fell. There were thirteen clear days, five cloudy days and
twelve days that were partially
cloudy.
For purposes of comparison the results of the observation for April oi
last year are given as follows: Maximum temperature, 83 degrees; minimum temperature, 16 degrees; precipitation, .98 Inches. The mean tenv
perature for April during a term of
The averfifty years is 49.7 inches.
age date for last killing frost is April

1.

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him and he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Fol
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is in the yellow package al
O. G.
ways. Refuse' substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

!

"It's an awful" night. You can't go
home in this weather. Stay and have
supper with us."
"Oh, It isn't as hopeless as that,
thank you!" Toledo Blade, i

28.

.

By Installing a special leased Wire,
carrying the full Associated Press
report, The Optic has met the
Now is the time to get rid of your day
rheumatism. You will find Chamber- competition furnished by the big
lain's Liniment wonderfully effective. dallies. Subscribe now.
One application will convince you of
Its merit. Try it. For Bale by all
Firch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
druggists.
In the wood. Direct from distillery
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- to you. At the Lobby, of course.
cine. They are hea'ing, strengthening, antiseptic and tonic. They act
Best draught beer In the city, at
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
the Lobby, of course.
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will be a week of special demonstration with Nemo Corsets at

Ii you

our store.

have not yet tried these popular and satisfying corsets, visit our Corset Department
this week and have their many advantages explained to you. There is a model especially
adapted to every figure Let us find one for you. $2.00 to $3.00.

Nemo No. 305
"Military Belt"

Nemo

$3.00

No.

$4.00

corsei ever maae.
The long skirt
comes well to tho
front, and reduces
back, hips and upper limbs to the
last degree. But
the pressure relaxes when you sit
down and you are
as comfortable as
if you had no cor-

Blender women become almost sylphlike.
But such comfort!

or coutil;M ftfi
sizes 19to303.UU

405

ng

An instant success, because it does
more for a stout woman than any other

For the tall woman,
or one of slender figure, who wants extreme style with per-- f
ecthygienic comfort.
Long lines give a'
chic and lissome effect even to women of
medium build; while

And this corset induces one to walk
erectly and breathe
deeply.
Of fine white batiste

Self-Reduci-

set on.

For Tall Figure
Size 20 to 36

JlJ fLATHiaS:l
JWH
DUtWTBFECT MTOfffliU. SUPPfflT

$4.00

THE

Thae bandi

oftemi-dast- ic

Lutikopt Webbing outweu
the conet and produce extreme
with perfect
eaie, standing oc leated.

Made with the
new Nemo Relief
Band, which firmly support the ab- domen from un- .

derneath.
Hi

one-stor-

two-stor-

Frank Revell,
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FAMOUS POLITICAL

THE LOBBY

LEADER

H OMETOWN

Prominent National Figure Passed
In the Death of David Bennett Hill.

"

RESTAURANT AND CAfr

I

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST

GOODS

OBTAINABLE

AND

BUSINESS

ALWAYS

HELPS

Albany, N. T. A distinguished lawyer and statesman, who for many
years was a prominent figure before
the people of the nation, passed away
In the death of
and
David Bennett Hill, at his home near
this city. Mr. Hill for many years
was one of the leading Democrats in
the country and his influence was
felt in shaping the policies of bis
party. He was active and influential
in many state and national campaigns
and was a prominent candidate for
the presidential nomination in 1892.
Mr. Hill was born in Havana, Chemung county. In 1843, and began the
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NO. 2, A. F. A RED MEN

Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Regular comThursday of each month, eighth
munication first and
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
third Thursday- in each
uroiners always welcome to Uie
In South Carolina 150.000 persons,
month. Visiting broth,
of its white population,
or one-fift-h
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
ers cordially Invited.
live in cotton mill villages, while In
David Flint, chief of records and
W. M.; Chas. H.
H.
William
Stapp,
the counties of Greenville, Spartanburg
collector of wampum
d
of the popula Sporleder, Secretary.
and Anderson
vil
the
and
in
these villages,
tion is
r. u. tLKS Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
lages continue to grow.
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
The South Carolina mill village is
month at O. R, C. halL Visiting
someTuesa
second
separate community,
conciave
usually
Brothers are cordially Invited. O.
times having a population of over 5,000
mi
day in each month at
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
and
owned
inhabitants. It is entirely
m.
C.
7:30
p.
Temple at
Optic's Number, Main 2.
controlled by the mill, and its resiCondon, Secretary
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
dents have no village corporation of
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesRATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERany kind.
TISEMENTS
These villages are built by the mill
day evenings each month, at FraCHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
Five cents per line each insertion.
managements for the simple reason
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
that their people could not otherwise
Estimate six ordinary words to a
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
attract
convocation
first
Monday
mill.
They
be housed near a
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
line. No ad to occupy less space than
in each month at Mamuch more attention from strangers
two lines. All advertisements chargWard, Secretary.
thnn from southerners; for strangers,
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
ed will be booked at space actually
the
time
first
the
for
in
them
seeing
m. J., A. Rutledge, H. KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
set, without regard to number of
general poverty and other distressful
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
words. Cash In advance preferred.
conditions of our people, handicapped
as they have been with legacies from secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cor.
slavery and war, associate these with RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
the village.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursBut all Carolinians know, says the
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Mrs.
Indays in Masonic Temple.
WANTED A competent cook.
South Atlantic Quarterly, that these
David B. Hill.
villagers are of the same stock as
Agnes M. Trlpp Worthy Matron; I. OO. F.f LAS VEGAS LODGE
quire Mrs. S. B. Davis, jr., 506
NO.
study of law In his native village. In they themselves, being composed as a
Thomaa Bt Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every Monday
1863 he removed to Elmira and after class of the less successful, to whom
evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street- - All visithis admission to the bar the following the mills have offered much better
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
.WANTED
Situation by experienced year rose rapidly in his profession. wages, with better labor and living
ing brethren cordially invited to atmale teacher, in public or private He soon entered politics and his ad- conditions, than they had before.
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
NOI
1,
LODGE
school for the summer or portion of vance was rapid, for he had a marked
It is undeniable that South Carolina EL DORADO
T. Rogers, V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
taste and adaptability for political mill managements, owing to various
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
it Address M., Optic.
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
life. In 1864 he became city attorney causes, come into closer personal
every Monday eve
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
of Elmira, then entered the assembly, touch with their individual operatives
hall.
Castle
in
ning
a
later
two
he
and
where
served
terms,
and feel more interest in them as
was elected mayor. In 1882 he was body than do eastern cotton manufac
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
elected lieutenant governor and on turers, and that South Carolina oper
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
cordially
uo, uus Thoroughbred single Cleveland's resignation of the gover- atives have been benefited by coming
Meets
the second and fourth Fri
r.
Liebsch-nleChas.
E.
comb Rhode island Reds from the norship, in January, 1885, to assume to the
mills; that the separate cotdays of each month in the W. O.
Chancellor
best laying strain la America. $2 the duties of the presidential office, tages of southern mill villages, with
W. hall, at 8, p. m.
Christopher
Commander. Harry
per 15. Inquire rate for special Hill succeeded him and rounded out plenty of air and larger grounds, are
Clay, Venerable
1885 and again In 1888 better than the city tenements gener
of
Consul; George
term.
In
the
Martin,
Keeper
mating. E. & Lewis, Phone 293.
he was elected governor, serving in ally used by such operatives In the
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Records and .Seal.
all a period of seven years a record east, and that the village living condi
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh
UNDERWOOD Typewriter
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Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
It with
business. C
.

your
never turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
IJ If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, MAY i,
"You'll have to take some of that
weight off, or I'll send you back to the
ROOSTER
QUEER
minor leagues," cautioned Duffy.
"I'm dieting to take it off," responded Zwilling.
"What are you taking?" asked Breed Which
Has Tail Over
3iner Buckner, who had not been
Twelve Feet. Long.
consulted in the matter.
"I'm taking nearly a pint of olive
oil every day," .aid Zwilling, spiritedly, and wondered why "Buck" col- Barnyard Marvels Prove What Sclen-tlfi- o
lapsed on the bench.
Selection Can Do Bird. Result of Century'. Evolution
Knowing baseball and being able
and Careful Breeding.
to play it well does not make a man
good ball player. . To be that he
Tokyo,
Japan. The long tailed
must know these things and at the
same time know his opponents. The cocks of Japan are striking proof .of
same thing applies to the other sxeat what selection, scientifically carried
can do. It has taken a century
American game, poker, as a stranger out,
to evolve these remarkable birds with
rrom a rar land discovered
the
during
abnormal tails from the ordinary farm
world's series.
The stranger was a New York yard cock and hen. The cocks bail
from
a Tillage near Kochi,
writer, dispatched to travel with the in theShinowara,
Isle of Shikoku. Some of them
Cubs in those hysterical Jumps to and
from Philadelphia. " He has played are white; other, are of different colors. The feathers forming the tall,
poker from coast to coast, but, though
r,
he knew the game and could play it which number from fifteen to twenty-foumeasure from seven and a half
he had never played with the bunch
of desperadoes that engages in the in- - to more than twelve feet long. Their
roots, It need scarcely be said, are
very much, stronger than those of the
tail feathers of an ordinary cock. The
feathers, growing on either side of
the body and hanging over the tail,
reach to a length of three and a quar-
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By HUGH sTfULLERTON.
This la a story which

is perfectly
proper to tell, because
on,
the
bishop. of
ProtMUnt E ,
church laughed (mtU tear,
rolled down
k' 0Ver !t ,n1 forP" the
rector concerned. The
rector Is
Prominent Chicago church,
11a V
baPDened that he is and always will be a White 8ox fan.
In the vestry are two more
White
' Who "nal1 be called Smttn
nd Brown, because
they would never
rglT. the use of their real names.
The story concerns the time
that the
Chicago Cubs, representing the National league, and the White Sox,
champions of the American league,
met to decide the world's championship.
There was ciTil war in
that
iU. The series divided Chicago
families and
caused neighborhood
Friends of
a lifetime ceased to riots.
speak and good
citizens blackened each others' eyes
In the street because,
foorsooth, one
thought the Cubs would win and the
other picked the White Sox.
The rector and the two vestrymen
nad a box at all the game, during th.
week but, alas! for them, the final
.fame of the wild and exciting series
Jell on Sunday and, worse than that,
- mttuum mr wuica me rector had
announced sjjeclal matin services.
But for. the 'speclaj' services, Smith
nd Brown might have compromised
.their consciences and seen the game,
but knowing the rector would note
rny absence on their part, they duti-ullattended .their church duties.
The special service was
s
over when Brown was unable to stand
Jt any longer. With, intensely solemn
face he arose, tiptoed down the aisle
and made a quiet exit Once outside,
be dashed madly across the street to
"the drug store and reached a telephone. A few moments later he re-- '
entered church,
His face was
wreathed with a beatific smile and, as
he carefully parted his coat tails and
resumed his seat, his chest overhung
his body like a bay window, and the
absolute contentment of hi smiling
countenance was only to be rivaled
by a calf chewing a aish rag.
Brother Smith's pew was. directly
across the aisle. He was twitching
with suppressed anxiety, and seeing
Brown's face, he could contain himself no longer, but stretched his neck
acoss the aisle and whispered:
f "Who won?"
TTia whianpr was niiriihla tn half thechurch and the rector paused in his
discourse.
"The Sox," replied Brother Brown,
bis smile spreading, and his exultant
whisper penetrating even the choir
1

ter feet

That the long tall may not be

dam-

aged, and may have ample opportunity to grow, each bird is kept in a

item

high, narrow cage, lighted at the top
only, as, If the bottom were lighted,
the bird would stay there, and so, in
all probability, damage its much
prized tall feathers. The bird remains
on its perch all day long, and is al
lowed outside its cage only once In
two days, when it walks for half an
hour, a man holding its tall from the
dirt during its promenade. Once or
twice a month It Is. washed in warm
water, and dried by being exposed to

-

Th. Vestry Fan..

terminable Cub game. In honor of
the world's series, Chance permitted
the rules governing the limit, which
Is a quarter during the season, to be
broken, and they were playing that
grand old suicidal game, of each ante
a quarter, one dollar limit and all
Jacks, and raising two or three times
before the! draw. The New Yorker
sat In to get his part of the world's
championship spoil, and they observed
him approaching. The third hand
dealt he opened the pot for one bone
rieht under th.s gun, and he had three
nine spots. Tom Needham calmly
boosted it a dollar, and, after some
study, Mordecai Brown gave it another tilt. The easterner with his threes
boosted again. Needham and Brown
hoisted him.
The easterner a trifle dizzy, only remained and pushed two hesitating and
reluctant beans into the pot Need
ham raised, Brown raised and Need
ham staid and drew two cards, while
Brown held his pat and the stranger
drew two without helping his nines.
The stranger checked the bet, Needham bet a dollar, Brown raised him,
Needham raised back and the stranger
with a sigh shoved his three nines into
the discard and swore softly at the
luck."
Brown raised, , Needham
raised, and Brown, after a second's
study, called.
loft
"Whatche got, Tom?" he demanded.
For an instant the rector was dazed,
"Pair of fives," laughed Needham.
A murmur fan through the church.
"Just top you pair of sevens," said
Brown, taking down the pot
'040,07
For a moment the stranger stared.
Btn'iftCuBi. rioter
Then he remarked:
'This is no place for a poker play
ABOuf
UNO
er, and crawled out
y

ifilf

irasrj. it jlW"'
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Families and
Sarlea
Th
Caused Neighborhood Riots.
Then the little rector regained his
comDOBure. and said, calmly:
"And now that Brother Brown has
told us who won, he might tell us the
score."
Brown did not hesitate. Swelling
bis chest further he proclaimed:
"Eieht to three."
A titter ran over the congregation
as the rector, without raising his eyes,
Divided

Big Bill Lange, once the hero of An
son's famous Colts, came east last fall
for the first time in 11 years, to see
the first world's championship series
he ever beheld. While in Chicago he
told the story of what he considered
the most freakish catch ever made.
"I made that catch on the old East
ern park grounds in Brooklyn," said
Bill. "There may have been more
wonderful catches, but I think that
was the freakiest ever made and it
saved us a ball game."
"The grounds at Eastern park were
extremely long, and not very wide,
and the center fielder could go a mile
back without hitting a fence. If you
remember, I used to have a way of
coming in fast on a fly ball and sliding
to it if I saw I could not reach it
standing up. 'Well, in this game,
Treadway was at bat, and when be
got a good crack at a ball he would
drive it a mile or so out to center or
to right center, so I played way out
They had a couple of runners on bases
and a long hit meant that would beat
us out. Instead of lifting the ball far
out as I expected him to do, Tread-wa- y
smashed a low, hard line hit
straight In my direction. I thought I
could reach the ball and went tearing
in at top speed. I saw I could reach
the ball without sliding, and kept on
at as fast a gait as I could. I was
almost to the ball when my foot
caught, some way, and I pitched forward onto my face. I lost sight of the
ball entirely and threw out both arms
to save myself. As I hit the ground
my feet flew up behind me Just as
the ball went over my head. That
ball hit right on my heels and popped
at least 30 feet into the air. Ryau had
been coming over fast to back me up
if the ball got past me, and he trotted
in and caught the ball before it could
hit the ground and retired the side.
All I ever got sore about was that I
didn't catch that ball between my
heels."

,'ra

who could run the fastest and keep
it up the longest was selected to be
the fox. The others were the hounds.
The fox was given a hundred yards

The hounds then broke
and the chase went over hill
and dale. It often took miles of territory for this game. The fox called Into
play all his knowledge of woodcraft;
his business was tojelude the hounds,
while their business was to tree the
fox. The hounds were not blood
hounds, which track along by scant
on the trail of the game, but greyhounds, who run by sight or sound
and could cut across or run around
or cut off the fox. The fox selected
his own route and changed his course
as often as his safety required. It
was a strenuous game with no restrlc.
tion of rules.

start.

loose

VOTES $50,000 WATER BONDS

May 1. By a
Farmington, N.
122
to
of
8,
vote
Farming on at a
special election last Friday, carried the
proposition to bond this town for
$50,000 with which to install a municipal water works system. The bonds
The
are already contracted for at par and
Cock,
will begin withthe sun and air on some elevated work on the system
the biggest imwill
be
spot such as the roof of a house. It out delay. It
is fed on rice, the hupk of which is provement ever inaugurated in this
retained, and on cabbage, and has an county.
exceptional amount of water to drink
When it is necessary to transport a
NO BOTTLES OVER BAR
bird it is placed In a long, narrow
May 1. The
Washington,
In
to
akin
which
the Japthat
box,
anese are wont to roll their pictures. bar and bottle law, which absolutely
The tall feathers are bent as little as prohibits the sale of bottled goods
"possible and find a place in a special where lqiuor is sold over the bar, be
compartment in the box. The hens came operative in Massachusetts to
of this breed in no sense rival the
believe
cocks in beauty of plumage, but they day. Temperance advocates
are fine birds nevertheless. They lay the new law will materially reduce
about thirty eggs each year, but are drunkenness. The liquor dealers, on
deemed too aristocratic to sit; this the other hand, declare it will have
work is performed for them by hens an
opposite effect.
whose mission in life is less exalted.
Long-Taile-

d

TALKS

e

first-clas-

M

wan t

New

York for three
consecutive
terms.
John W. Iloehne, M. C. from Indiana
has been a manufacturer of stoves
and ranges at Evansville since 1881.
Elbert H. Hubbard, M. C. from
Iowa, Is not the sage of East Aurora,
but a lawyer from Sioux City.
James C Cantrill, M. C. from Kentucky, is a tobacco planter, and" has
organized the Kentucky growers into
a state association.
Congressman Samuel W. McCall of
Massachusetts is the author of a "Life
of Thaddeus Stevens," and is a former Boston Journalist.
Dr. L. Forbes Winslow, the famous
English physician, has been an expert witness in more criminal and
lunacy cases than any man- - living.
He has testified at many American
murder trials.
Martin D. Foster, M. C. from Illinois, is a practicing physician at
111.
He is an
of that

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
'

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day . The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that

town.

Jules Eckert Goodman and Marwill help people to get what they want when
garet Mayo were childhood playmates
they want it.
in a little town in Oregon, but never
met in later life until each had writ
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
ten a successful play founded on in
stances in the home town. "Mother"
and "Baby Mine" are the plays.
Congressman James C. Needham of
California went west in an emigrant
wagon across the plains.
Congressman E. Stevens Henry of
Connecticut is well known as a breed'
er of thoroughbred cattle.
Congressman William B. McKlnley ROUND THE WORLD
University of
of Illinois built, owned and managed
the water works and electric light
THE DERBY FAVORITE
plant at Champaign, HI. He is a large
owner of Illinois electrio railway
TWELVE HORSES MAY START IN
stock.
Albuquerque, N. M.
THE BIG KENTUCKY EVENT
Marguerite Sylva, the opera singer,
THIS
YEAR
made a first hand study of the cigarette girls of Spain before she atLouisville, Ky., May 1. With a big
School 1911
tempted to sing Carmen.
crowd of representative turfmen from
HIGH CLASS. ENTERTAINMENT over all the country and a larger
number of starters than usual,' the
A high class ente'rtalnment was that
thirty-seventannual running of the
Six Weeks, June 5 to
furnished last night by the Euter-peaKentucky Derby May 13 is attractJuly 14
Ladies' chours, which appeared ing more attention than it has in sev
in the Duncan opera house as one of eral years.
Principal Subjects Offered:
Heretofore seven had been consid
the numbers of the Santa Fe course.
ered a fair number of starters for the
General History, English
A large crowd had gathered to hear
derby, but it Is expected, with the
Literature, Physics,
the music before 8:45 o'clock when race only a fortnight away, that posChemistry, Zoology,
the concert began. Not a person left sibly twelve thoroughbreds will face
The the barrier this year.
the, hall during the program.
Classics, Modern
The filly Round the World has been
chorus is composed of twonty-ifouSpecial CourLanguages,
young women, accompanist, director, Installed favorite for the $6,000 prize.
for
ses
High School
reader and whistler. The chorus The race never has been won by a
Vocal and
Instructors,
The Ally, although many have contested
sineine was especially good.
Music.
Instrumental
voices blended harmoniously as one, and some turfmen are of the opinion
weaken under the strain
showing the skill possessed by the sin- the filly will
a Quarter route.
and
mile
of
the
gers and the careful training they
Course
of Governor Gray, a
The
trainer
Fee for
dithe'
of
handa
at
the
received
have
has
the
for
contender
derby,
strong
Five Dollars
rector, Mary E. Cassell. The readchallenged the owner of Round the
ing of Cora Mae Humphreys was ex- World for a match race which may be
Euterpean
ceptionally good. The
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
run off in Lexington shortly before
ladies are from Columbus, O. The
the classic in Churchill Downs.
next concert on the Santa Fe course
will occur Saturday evening and will
Circular of Information on
Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
bo given by the Clitherto Concert Foley's
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
application to the Registrar
,
company.
bothered with kidney trouble for many
Fol-leof the University.
years. "I was persuaded to try
Kidney Remedy, and before takDo You Have the Right Kind of Help? ing it three days I could feel its beneFoley Kidney Pills furnish you the ficial effects. The pain left my back,
right kind of help to neutralize and my kidney action clearednotup, and I
hesitate,
remove the poisons that cause back- am so much better. I do
ache, headache, nervousness, and oth- to recommend Foley Kidney Remkidney and bladder ailments." O. G edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Drug CO.

Phone

&&?
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Continued on Page Three)

the

Where Country Girl. Make Good.
York. The
New
frivolous girl
doesn't stand a show when it comes to
working in a telephone office. "Though
there was a time," says an official of
a New York company, "when teleaid:
phone girls, whether they merited it
"We will now sing the long meter
or not, iwere not classed with the
doxology three times.
serious, hard workers of the community. Rather they were a synonym
"Uttle Alexander" Zwilling, cheru
of trifling, unbusiness-likbehavior.
bio looking (not acting) outfielder of
of
That day is past
a
native
is
White
Sox,
the Chicago
He probably
"Today recruits to the service must
Battle Creek, Mich.
have not only a fair education, concould make more money traveling as
siderable intelligence and a widean advertisement for the health foods
awake, alert manner, but they must
Af that nlaee than he ever will at
s
show a
aptitude for attendbaseball. He looks like the picture
ing strictly to business in business
of Mellins' food babies, and is
hours.
Blumn and angelic appearing that the
"The country girl Is bound to make
out. But
pitchers hate to strike him
as a general thing. She is deadgood
decided
Zwilling
Manager Hugh Duffy
ly in earnest, her manners are good
was too plump. One afternoon Little
and what she may lack in alertness
; Alexander was thrown out at first on
at first is more than offset by her
an infield bounder which Duffy thought
and
dogged perseverance.
to
beaten
first,
have
to
he ought
"There are New York girls who
ha called the cherub.
conceive the idea of taking up tele
remarked
(Copyright. 1911, by Joseph B. Bowies.)
he
"Here. Zwilling,"
phone work who make a splendid im
inn fat (let 801116 Of that
It Often Happens.
pression at first by their intelligence
faster."
go
off
and
you'll
weight
said you were get- and alertness, but who haven't perseyou
"I
thought
now,"
I'm
I
will
dieting
"Yes,
verance enough to go through the
ting in on the ground floor?"
narked Zwilling.
"I was, but the floor was rotten, and school, nor patience enough to master
Tmn wAkR nassed and Zwilling
the complexities of the work."
( fell into the cellar."
looked plumper than ever.
:
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Congressman William Kent of
Is a dealer in live stock and
real estate. He has written several
books on municipal civics. He was
prominent in Chicago for many years
and was a reform member of the council.
Booker T. Washington, who was
born a slave, does not know the date
of his birth, but it is supposed he
was born about 1858.
Congressman Charles E. Pickett of
Iowa is a grand exalted ruler of the
Elks and grand chancellor of the Iowa
Knights of Pythias.
William Seward Webb, the Vandei-bil- t
railroad director, studied medicine
in Vienna Paris and Berlin and practiced his profession for several years
in New York.
Congressman Ralph W. Mos3 of Indiana Is a plain, ordinary fanner from
Center Point, Indiana.
Congressman Thomas Gallagher f
IllinoiB is a well known Chicago hatter and has been in the hat business
since 1873.
Congressman James Thomas
of Illllnola is an expert telegrapher and was for years an employ of the Western Union company.
Adolph J. Sabath, M. C. from Illinois, was born in Bohemia. He began
his political career as a Justice of the
peace and later was a police court
magistrate in Chicago.
George Westinghouse, the capitalist, Is president of corporations having an aggregate of one hundred million dollars capital and which employ
six thousand men.
John Wingate Weeks, M. C. from
Massachusetts, Is a graduate of the
naval academy and was a midship
man in the service. Later he was a
land commissioner in Florida.
Timothy L. Woodruff of New York,
is the only man who ever held the
position of l'eutenant governor of
AT PLAY WITH PIONEER BOYS
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ON MONROE

DOCTRINE

Under the auspices
n
Committee,
of the
Andre Aadieu, foreign editor of the
Temps, gave an interesting lecture
last night on the Monroe Doctrine and
at the school of
Political Science. His auditors were
diplomats, men prominent in politics
and persons distinguished in other
walks of life.
Paris. May

1.

Franco-America-

PRESS ASSOCIATIONS
Rome, May 1. The sessions of the
fifteenth International Congress of
Press Associations began in Rome to
day and will continue through the
week. Delegates from, many countries, are in attendance.
sinir henrlnrVio results from a dlsor
dered condition of the etomach, and
can be cured by the use of Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver TaDiets. Try
it. For sale by all druggists.
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
Oreensbure, Ky., says, "We use Cham
berlalnB Cough Remedy in our own

household and know it is excellent.
For sale by all druggists.

n

.
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LAS VEGAS
has a clin ate of unsurpassed healthfulnesa witout extremes of heat or cold, haying nearly 300 days of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally In July and August
The soil Is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere .elsewhere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, 1b proving to be successful
here, a large area being upder cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior Quality la quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is Hear, affords excellent grazfor
large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
ing
business.
raising is a profitable
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with Its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts' within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
HIS VICINITY
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DIimK COJyQ
CHICHESTER S PILLS
LaoifHi! Aik your iffi
llamop
rill. In IU (ml UaM BietalHcVx
botes, sealed witb lilu. fcibtxm.
otner.
Jake
Ifuy r you r
Ask(or Hl- - 111 X.TEHS
Ilruei.u
lMAAlOM
IlKAMt F11.LH. for X&
yeu known Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
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for backache, rheumatism, kidney qr bladder trouble, and urinary irregularitiea,
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse aubstitutea.
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED

CR083

ORUQ CO.
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LOCAL NEWS
Lunches
Kitchen.

put

up at

Always get the best

barber

the White
.

-

Another Lot of Our

Lunch every morning

will find nothing else has ever made them
as clean and soft as easily

at

10

o'clock

WIT.
LUDWIQ PHONE

Isaao Bacharach Is building an addi.

tion to the rear of his handsome

Three times as many beans will be
planted this year as were put into
the ground last season by the farmers
of San Miguel county. Ground for
this assertion Is furnished by the
farmers and real estate dealers. W.
H. Comstocls will plant 300 acres of
beans on his farm east of Las Vegas.
Other farmers and ranchers will put
in large crops. Beans have proved to
be one of the most profitable crops
that can be raised on the dry farms.
If prices prevail at the same figure
as last year Mr. Comstock will have
a profitable season even though his
bean crop be cut in naff. New Mexico beans are always in demand on
the market and they are not difficult
to cultivate.

resi-

dence on Fifth street.

.si.

l

IKE DAVIS!

i

S

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report, handled over
its own special leased wire. '
The Fraternal Brotherhood will
hold Its regular meeting tonight In
its quarters on Fountain Square.
Boy Scout of America
here. They boy scouts

suits are now
are requested

to call for same at Bacharach's.

CALL ON US
FOR YOU

The Young Men's Dramatic dun la
planning to repeat the play "Tony
the Convict," which scored a big hit
Friday evening.

SEE WE HAVE- -

Jack Reed of Eddy county, who was
admitted to the Territorial Hospital
for the Insane on January 24 of this
year, died last Friday afternoon.

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed
Choice Durham

FREE!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

In an
baseball game at
Rowe yesterday afternoon, Rowe defeated Pecos. The final score was
5 to 4 and was witnessed by a bunch
of enthusiastic fans.
A cold wind marked the arrival of
the month of May. Overcoats were
not a rare sight on the streets this
however,
morning. Better weather,

is predicted for tomorrow.

Las Vegas Roller Mills;
Phone Main

J 31

The regular monthly meeting of tije
Ladies' Relief society will be bold
Rt the hospital tomorrow afternoon
nt 2:30. The members are requested
to be prompt and ready for business
Ht the stated time.
dance,
which will be given Friday evening In
the armory, will be attended by a
large number of society people. It
Is the first big dance to be given by
the Knights in a year and they have
planned to make it an enjoyable affair.

187(1

The

Pirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

The members of the Euterpean Ladies' chorus, which appeared in concert last night at the Duncan opera
house, were greatly pleased with the
reception they received in Las Vegas.
They do not often appear In
concerts on Sundays, as'taany of them
are members of churches ,and wish to
worship. The first part of their program was made up of sacred music.
The best seller, The Optic.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Franco-America- n

s

Does Santa Fe Intend to occupy a
back seat In the baseball arena this
summer? Certainly not. An enthusiastic meeting of the Ancient City
fans was held several days ago and
a baseball association was formed.
The association has as officers some
of the most influential fans in Santa
Fe. Captain Fred Fornoff of the
Mounted Police is a member of the
board of directors. He needs only to
be given a faint clew to be able to go
out and round up good players and
the money to pay 'em. Santa Fe has
united on one team this year. It
likely will appear on the local grounds
frequently during the summer.
No more

-

Our hats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the' maker then
by us. Our stock is now full to the brim with Soft Hats and
Derbys. We have just received our complete line of Panamas
and Sailors in all the latest blocks.
,

WE WILL GLADLY
SHOW YOU

Soft HatsDerbys

Q

reenberger
"A Square Deal"

reservation of seats for the

Santa Fe concerts will be made by
telephone, according to Secretary
George Fitzsimmons, of the Y. M. C.
A., who has charge of the arrange
ments. This action has been taken
in order to make the distribution of
tickets among the railroad men more
equitable. By the telephone system
those who have 'phones are given a
big advantage over those who have
none. Many of (the tickets reserved
by telephone, too, are not used. The
abolishment of the telephone system
will put the patrons of the course on
an equal footing.

Electric
The Electric Way

is the only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it :
I

Lace

Mr. and Mrs. James Scott Duncan,
Jr., are the parents of a baby son

born last evening at 7:15 o'clock.
The little man likely will be christened James Scott Duncan III. Grandpa Duncan's smile, usually a cheery
one, Is a few inches broader today
and Grandpa Murray, the police
judge, had a hard job restraining
himself from giving each "vag"
brought before him a dollar in cash
instead of ten days in jail. As for
father Jim, he was kept busy passing
around the Havanas.

Curtains

-- :-

Cas Ucgas CigW
$f Power Co.

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.
In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net In the washing process
We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

s"

Las Vegas Steam Laundry '

614 Lincoln Avenue

--

folded up his tent and stole away.
The oyseter Is a timorous creature.
He will not haunt the restaurant and
market places during those months
which are spelled with the use of the
letter "R." He departs for' places
unknown each Majr day and returns
promptly during the first week In
Feptember.

HEAT AND EAT
TRY THEM

I

Also try our Ortega Piemento
in glass' jars.

necessary to disinfect and clean your
IT is just ashouse
as vell as your own house if
chicken
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken

.H.5TEAHIS
PURE THINGS TO EAT.

J.
ruu

:

"SANITARY"

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main

1

462,

IT
1

lbs, each delivery,

60o per 100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

CAKES

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, th parity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Arenue.

a ffa r In
f HUIkiHIH

f

Fresh Every Day

and Retail
SCREENED
Anthracite Coal ...all

mo

'

& So n BOUCHER'S

Ranch Phone 276.

50

u4
791

PIES

Cactus and Giant Dahlias

Hayward Co. Store

lbs, or more, each delivery,

Less than

"OIL

finest draught beers served over any
bar In the city.

Retail Prices:

20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 ID., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 110 lbs.
200 Iba., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
5b lbs., to 200 Ibi, each delivery 40c per 100 Iba.

BREAD

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the

Souv de Gustave Doazon' is the
... Largest Dahlia in Existence
25c Each

JOHNSEN &SON
--

1

8,000

Order Some of Our Novelties in

,

C.

HEADQUARTERS

COOKIES

houses. Keeps themuabsutelya free of Bugs of
all kinds.

'

20 Percent Off Ail Rugs for One Week The Choicest
Line in Las Vegas Dirfect From the Mills

Phone Main 81,

produce.
In cans convenient for any
The oyster, that succulent blvalvulat
sized family.
table delicacy, last night silently

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

&

v

LF ELD

By Installing a, special leased wire,
carrying the full Associated Press
Harry E. White has purchased the day report, The Optic has met the
Parisian Dry cleaning establishment competition furnished by the big
on Sixth street. He will run the dallies. Subscribe now.
estab
place as a strictly
lishment ' under competent manageIt is in The Optic if it happens
ment. Russel McComas, who was prowhether in Las Vegas or elsewhere
prietor of the place for some time, in the world.
was obliged to quit because of poor
health. He left yesterday for his
Mr.
former home in Kansas City.
McComas' brother, Marlon McComas,
who also had been here for his
health, accompanied him as far as
Dodge City, Kan., where he will

Quality

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Graaf

-

X.

Gar-man- y

DRY CLEANING

Phone Vegas 450

The Optic's leased wire service, inaugurated today, is handled by W. C.
Stowell, night wire chief for the Santa Fe Railway and one of the best
Mr.
in the business.
telegraphers
Stowell has copied report for the Associated Press at various times and
The Optic la extremely fortunate in
getting such a high class operator. Mr.
Stowell copies the Associated Press
report right in the editorial rooms,
having a desk equipped with the
necessary telegraphic apparatus, all
to himself. Copying the full report
is a big job, consequently it takes an
man to handle it.
l

Sheriff R. A. Bane of Roosevelt
county, accompanied by Dr. J. F.
of Portales, arrived In the city
yesterday with Ed Ponder, a young
man of Portales who was committed
In soups means all that the to the territorial insane asylum. The
examination upon which the young
word implies.
man was eventually committed was
They are as delicious, whole- held before Chief Justice W. H. Pope
some and nutritious as choicest at Roswell. The Insanity with which
ingredients can make them As he is troubled is not of a particularlyin
manifests itself
high in quality as skilled chefs violent nature, but
melancholia.
of
a
species
can

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

in the first thinz you notice in the
. dress pf The pther Fellow and you
mav be assufed it is the first thing:
your dress. Have
he notices-abou- t
THAT right and you are SURE
to Dass muster of critical eyes.

A--

The Knights of Columbus

ESTABLISHED

I

AT

MAIN 379

White Kitchen the sign of cleanliness. Meals, 25 cents.

'

H6e H
'Mm

at Long's Buffet

ti'

Garden Hose

Iy

COUPLED $4.50

5o-FOO- T

ITou

5-P-

at Nolette's

shop.

Old Crow old over the bar at
Long's Buffet.

For Dirty Hands

Panamas Sailors

pRESH pROM pACTORV

(The Coffee Man.)

J'' '.

sijzfes.

'

p(

Steam Coal,

LUMP
j

Wnnfl
and If indlir
Saurpd
..
.,
iv.1u6.

0r.lV. CONDON
Foot ofMaln St

Phone Main 21

